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"If I were to look over the world to find out the
country most richly endowed with all the wealth, power and
beauty that nature can bestow �in some parts a very para
dise on earth� 1 should point to India*
If I were asked under what sky the human mind has
aost fully developed some of its choicest gifts | and has
most deeply pondered on the greatest problems of life, and
has found solution of some of them which will deserve the
attention even of those who have studied Plato and Kant, I
should point to India*
If I were to ask ayself from what literature we In
Europe, who have nurtured alaost eiwslusively on the thoughts
of Greeks and Rmans and of one Semitic race, the Jewish,
may draw that correction which is aost wanted in order to
make our imer life more perfect, more comprehensive, more
universal, in fact more truly htsian, a life not for this onr
ly but a transfigured and eternal life �again I should
point to India."
�from �India, What Can It Teach Us?"
by Max Mulller
CHAPTSH I
IHTRODOCflOH
The mala subject is entitled "Jalnlsai Its origin. In
Its relation to Hlndttlsa.*' fo be more specific, it could be
stated as "Jaialaa, a reformed religion of botb BrabMlOT
and mndulsa, advocating �i� great Jala maada �Alitesa Panao
Dharraah*, tiAilch means that non-injury to living being� 1$
the highest religion,**
II � JUSTIFlCAflOI
The mala object of th& thesis is to aAe a detailed
study of Jalnlsm. It is strongly affirmed that India is the
cradle of several religions. The religion, of the majority
of the population in Indlai is Hindu called Hinduism, In
between Brahamlsm and Hlndui�Bif two eontimporary religions
Buddhl^ and Jalnisa arose. Hence the study of Jalnl^a will
show a good many factors In common with Brahamanlsm^ Hlndu�*
Ism and Buddhlsa. It is not a missionary religion, hence
one can see scarcely any sign of her spread and public pro
clamation like that observable in Buddhl^* let, Jalnlm Is
a quite distinct and outstanding reformed religion.
For three striking <|uallties of Jainli^ the writer
has been led to analyse it. They are as follows? First,
JainlsBi oontrlbQtes a new religious thought i the eoneept of
Ahifflsa C 'Hannlessness* Is the only religion); seoondlyi the
followers (Jalna ohmreh m^bers) are mostly from the Ksha*
tryas (warrior) class , i^se llfe�Hluty is to fight and de*>
fend| here the most striking problem is how a warrior could
be made to believe and advocate the great doctrine of Ahlmsa;
thlrdlyi Jalnlsm has contributed to Hinduism a great many new
things m the fields of edueatloni culturei art, llteraturei
ethics and religion*
About a century md a half ago there arose in Imrope
a great desire to explore the burled and current treasures
of the East. Asong the religions of Indian origihi Braham*
IffQ, cr Hinduism^ was the first to draw attention, but
Buddhlffn soon followed, Jalnlffi, which came last, made its
advent in unfavourable circumstances , the Jalnas of India
were Ignorant of the West and of Western methods of study.
Worse than this, they were religiously averse to letting non�
Jainas read, or even touch, their sacred boc^s. In conse
quence Jalnlsm was misunderstood and misrepresented. Its
tradition and teachings suffered further from the scholar's
partiality for Mahavira's order, and accustomed studies in
Brahamlsm and Buddhism, But, by the labours of men like
Viteber, Buhler, Jacob!, Hoemle, and others the tradition of
Jalnlsm has become known and appreciated,
Jalnlsm is a reformed religion. Since there have been
3less vritingSi X stvcmly fsel the need of exploring the
great truths of Jalnlaai whleh may be helpful in one's rellg*
lous thlsiclng and research,
III* UTMATURE 029 THE SUBJECT
The world has many existing religions. It is of in
terest to note that the various countries put their trust in
their respective religious systms* In order to iceep md
preserve their religions t^ey do their utmost. For the sake
of religions and faiths, battles and wars have been fought
by nations* AsK)ng the great esdstlng religions of mankind,
Christianity, Judaism, l^ntoism, Confucianism, Taoismt
Zoroastrlanli^, Mohammedan!smt Hinduii^^ Brah^iism, Buddhism
and Jaiziism are the principal ones. From the above rellgimis
of the world, fuite a mmiber of them have been founded, nur�
tured and cradled in India* Max Killer and many other famous
western writers have stressed the significance of India in
the matter of her religions. How true it is that she has made
a wonderful contribution in the great task of caaparatlve
study of religions* lailienevdr necessary the religious students
and theologians have always given due credit md significance
to this great fact*
Along with Buddhiai, Jainlas sprsaig as a revolt against
Brahaaanismi and Hinduism, Tbeve is a vast amount of lltera^^
ture of Brahamlsm and llndulsm� but very little of Jainlm,
hon accotmt of several handieapSi which idll be mentioned
later In the chapter of literature.
Jalnlsm is called a. reformed branch of Hinduism* It
raised objections and revolted against the prevailing customs
of the Brahmin I^riesthood, and against rites and sacrifices*
The whole teaching of the Jaina religious doctrines
center around the great principle of Ahlasa �"non-violence***
This teaching is very much similar to the great teaching of
Christ on the principle of love^ though there.may be a slight
difference in the matters of approach and interpretation �
Doctrines were delivered orally and were not reduced
to writing until some centuries later* The oral delivery of
the doctrines was during the sixth century B� C* by the Jain,
Tirthankara, Mahavira.
The original scriptures of Jalnlsm are the twelve
Angas, the Five ParikarmaSf (Sutra, Frathamanuyoga) Fourteen
Purvagatasy the Five ChulikaSf Anga�^Bhaya-Sutra (Scriptures
oth^ than the twelve Angas) and the IToga Sutra of the twelfth
century*
In the history of the Jaina Church, like any other
religion, many writers and theologians have made an att^pt to
interpret and explain the Jaina religion* though the litera
ture is scanty, and not easily available, yet whatever has
been written by the writers of both the East and West, is quite
sufficient to meet the d^and of the religioxis student*
5The writer has made a special effort to refer to
several authors on JalAism of both Kast and \#�st� For auth-
entlelty and correct data he depends upon the material and
information available in the original works of Jalnlsm and
the vast literature of Hindui^.
17. LlMITAnOK
Our present th�ae of the thesis is very inclusive,
hence a special care will be taken to avoid excessive detail.
The chief aim ai�l concern will be the real and exhaustive
study of the origin and teachings of Jalnlsm la relation to
Hindtilsm*
Having learned the principles and general stand of
Jalnlsm, it is our earnest desire to make a cc^parative sur
vey at the end of each dbapter dealing with other religions �
and In particular to ccaipare It with Christianity. Having
observed and evaluated both the strong and weak points of
Jalnlsm, the thesis will point out what the best form of
Jalnlsm has to offer to the world and i^at she needs most.
?. TKRMS OBFIHED
Jain* The word Jala, more properly written Jaina,
comes from the word Jina which means a conqueror; and Jlna
is a noun from the Sanskrit root 'ji', *to conquer,' Herbert
mrren in |ff,ty^M<l14cil t� i�M^m
6It means in this connexion conquering the passions,
and does not mean conquering nations* The passions are
regarded as ^iiemies of the soul* Anger* pridSf deceit-
fulness and greed are as the major passions} worry, fear,
disgust and the sex passion are also called passions.i
Jalnlsm. The word Jalnlsm goes back to Jina, which,
derived froa the Sanskrit root � jl� , *to conquer* means
�victor* , l*e* one that has successfully subdued his passions
aM obtained mastery over himself*
r'ahavira. 'Maha* means great, and *vira* means a hero*
Tirthankara. �Tlrtha� literally means a �fort*, a
means of crossing over$ metaphorically � Metaphorically it
denotes a spiritual guide or philosophy which 'enables one to
cross over the ocean of recurring births in this world.*
(page h of Purushartha Slddhapaya, a Jain Scripture); �Kara*
means one who makes*^ Thus the whole word means a Jain
sanctified teaeher*
Deva. Oeva is the word which is translated God* It
means Tirthankara, the human omniscient teacher* The ^llsh
word is not an equivalent of the Sanskrit* It means a pure
soul, but the word does not mean a creator , ruler of the
Art* by
para 2*
2 IfQC* sH�
7universe.
MiM. The word �aind� in Jalnlsm is different from
whet it is generally understood* Snglisl-J uses the word
as a synonya for soul* The Jain word which is trans
lated as �mind* is 'manes' �the 'a� being pronounced
like our �u' in *us�| 'munus'* In Jainism it is an
organ which is made of subtle matter called manevargana.
Its tora. is like a lotus with eight petals near the
heart* (Tatvartha-Sutra, p* 3*?) It is the instrument
by means of which we thii^ and imagine* Consciousness
is an attribute of soul, not of mind, in Jainis*3
Ahlmsa. The word 'ahlmsa" means 'non-injury', t^ere
injury should be understood as comprehending injuring in
thought, by word or act* It Is on this principle of Ahimsa
the faith of Jainism Is built*
Karma. The word 'karma' means 'deeds* or � works '|
that is the law of consequences* "As you sow, so irtiall you
reap***
Nirvana. According to early Jains, Hirvana is that
stage in which the energy of past actions (karma) has become
extinguished, and henceforward the spirit (jlva^a)� though
still existing as an IMlvidual spirit, escapes re-embodi�
ment, and remains forever free from the births and deaths*
But nowadays some Jains thlhk that the prefix �nir* as mere
negative, and thus nirvana Implies that state in liilch 'not
a breath* reaches the emancipated one*
3 IMA*i P* 205, para* 3*
8Hokaha. In this state of life man will he omniscient,
will be hlissful� will have permanent right conviction,
and right conduct, everlasting life, nc material body,
emiality of status, and he will have infinite capacities
of activity. This state (called nirvana, nirvrti, muktl,
or moksha) has a beginning, but it has no ending.
Sanvasi. it is the state in one's life which is pxire
ly religious. One retires from the worldly life, and
adopts retirement in Jungle or mountain side for medita
tion and search for truth* His life becomes very simple
in both the matter of food, clothing, etc* To recognize
a sanyasy from a distance is the sign of his yellow or
red costume*
(�fi�* The word 'Self is the one Invincible foe to
gether with four cardinal passions $ anger, pride, de-
celt, and greeds seK is also the one invincible friend,
as is given in Ho. 39* 'Kan, thou art thine own friend,
why wlshest thou for a friend beyond thyself?*.^
Am. The term 'aum�, the Sanskrit equivalent of 'atom'
is found in the Upanishads, but the atomic theory is foreign
to the Vedanta. The fourfold earth, water, fire and air are
composed of atoms. These elements according to Jaini^ are
divisible and have a structure*
"The Jaina incarnation Aum or Om is composed of five
soundsi a,a,a,u, and m, which stand respectively for arhat,
sidhas, acharya, upadhyaya, and munl*"^ Bie utterance of
�AUM� is to remember and meditate upon the name of worship
object �'Tirthankara'.
^ IMd.. p. 207.
VI, PHOCOTRE
9
The purpose of the thesis Is twofold s first, to
view Jsixiisra as a religion, and prove Its origin, and to
survey her relationship to Hinduism, In order to secure
fairly good knowledge of this religion, of which there is
not much literature, the writer has sought to take in all
the possible phases of Jalnlsm for discussion.
As it has been already pointed out that India is a
land of many religions, so we note that Jainism is one of
thm whose followers are well recognized in the country*
They are well educated, cultured, well-to-do, being business
men and tradesmen, and quite impressive in their manners
and customs*
It has been affirmed, this religion is built on one
great principle of Ahimsa-non-injury to life in all forms 5
it is this, especially which attracts Immediate attention to
study Jainism* The system possesses both strong and weak
points* Special attention will be given to pointing out to
the reader how Jalnlsm can best help other religions and how
other religions, and especially how Christianity, can offer
to Jainism more clear apprehension of religious beliefs and
doctrines*
For a better understanding of the subject, special
attention will be given in following the logical approach
under special divisions (chapters), headings and subheadings*
CHAPTER II
THE POOTIDERS OP JAIKISM
W& Phanmenon si. imrsult of the
study of IndlA it is desirable to begin Mlth some facts
about geogrs^phy) smpalatloni and race, and religions* India,
if ve include an area taking in Baluchistan and Borma, is
roughly as big as Francef i^ain, Italy and the third of l^ich
taiken toge^er. Its population in the 1921 census was re^-
onst^ at 3X2 millions | and among these the various religions
which we have to describe were represented in the following
proportions^
Sindus ZL6 millions
Bi:�}dhists 11 mllXia^
(but the 1931 census showed 353 millions total popuXatlOtty
and that of 19*i'l showed kO$ aillioai*, with pTOportionate
increases in eaeh section*)
A glance at the ac^ompaiiying three maps on the fol�
lowing pages wHX help to clarify the sl^atlon* The first
shows the main racial divisions, the seeond the distributioa
of the main languages, the third the boundaries of the realms
!^slems
Anlmists
Sikhs
Jains
Christians
Parsls
Jews
*The figure includes the Dominion of India, Pakistan
and Burma*
of th� Buddhist King Asc^a and of the Moslem Mogul Btaperors.
The upper p�rt of Zndia contains two great valleys , that of
the Indus and that of the Ganges, both fed by the waters from
the walls of mountains which shut them off from central Asia.
Between the two great plains, half of the population of the
whole country Is massed in this area.
Outline fi� t^ history fi� Hinduism. From the begin
nings of the Nordic invasion (say, 1700 B.C. ) up to the pre
sent day %re get the following phases of religious develop*
mentt (according to A. C�
1. SiS prlMitive period or prehistoric age, of which
we know nothing save that it is not likely to have dif
fered very much frcxa the same stage in other parts of the
world.
2. m,m3M M DravldlQn invasion, of which again
we know next to noting, though excavations in the Indus
valley have shown that about 2000 B.C. the later contain
ed an area of great city sultures ranging over a distance
of 100 miles in length, and already very ancient.
expansion, roughly from 1^00 to 800 B.C. �70O years.
^* IM BrahmanicajL epo<?h from 800 to 500 B.C., a
period of 300 years, during which the development of the
institutions of sacerdotal Hlndul�a is proceeding.
,
% ^ yh^lpmWrf^ 32S4Mf roughly 500 to 100 B.C.
��f>00 years , accompanied by the growth and expansion of
Jainism and iMdhlsm.*
6. The IneamatioB^ period, overlaplng the previous
?Out of this philosophical period �aerge at least three
very important and quasi-religious movements, namely: (1)
Buddhism, (11) Jainism, and (111) Bhaktl.

PAHJABI
HINDI
INCLUDING
OBAJASTHANI AND BIHAHI
tIBSTO-
tlBKXO-BtmMAN LATOAGB
mp of India � I�ai2g:uaga Distribution
*Map of India � Th� kisgdons of A�o3ca and ^ JUsba*
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one, running approximately from 200 B�C� to 500 A�D*,
and Includlzig the introduction of a certain amount of
Nestorlan Christianity.
7. JM M� M MSt^lMlM i^pyilSMf A.D. 66if-1206,
leading on in the sixteenth century to the establishment
of the Mogul I^Bpire*
8.
ranging from
of our era.
V^TM fi� PM$i illtfji overlaplng (?) andthe thirteenth to the nineteenth centuries
ggrQP<�^ l-tflW^ft beginning with the
lations in t^e lat<Porteguese colonis tionslbi ter part of the fif
teenth century and extending to the present day. This
Involves the re-introduction on a very %dde scale of many
types of Chrlstiazdtyf ^aropean thought-movements, such
as nineteenth-century science and doctrines of Marxian
communiSBy as well as those of the nationalist religion
of race and blood.2.
OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF HINIUISM
(as given by J# N� farquhar)
lo Prehistoric period t The Aryan Family and langu-
1. Indo-Iraniani
11 , Armenian
lii. Greek
� Alabanlan
V. Italic*
1. Keltic s
vii, Germanic I
vlll . Letto-Slavonic t
Sanskrit
Zend
seen
Latin
Umbrlan
_fiild Gaelic
W^lsh
Cornish
Breton
�>Ianx
Irish
^Scotch Gaelic
-Gothic
Scandinavian
4irest Gemanic
~ - -Lettic
Slavonic
'
1 A. C. Bouquet, qmpar^^lyf MMlmt Clowes and
Sons Ltd., Great Briton, 1953 �
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2. Creative pi^riodt The three Vedas �dates tmknown.
3� Sacerdotal pei^lodi 'The Brahmanas.
K mi<^s^PhJ.c sulfide Essential Hindnism* Period
ends about ^0 B.C. It Includes Upanishads, Buddhism,
and Jainism.
5. ESllffli* Sutras and Sattas, ifSO to 18V
B.C.
6. Incarnation nerjLo^g Political troubles start.
It is noted for Etoarma Sashtras� From the fall of the
Ashokan aaplre to ttie aise of Guptas, 18*+ B.C. to A.D. 320.
7. Period gf decadences The Guptas $ The Puranas.
From the rise of the Q�ptas to the fall of Harsha's
Empire, A�0� 320-650. Ihe leading Divinities of the
Hindu Pantheon. Bie incomprehensible Brahman is mani
fested in the Triad of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva*
Brahma, the creator, married Sarsvatl, the
goddess of learning.
Brahmans Vlshn^. the preserver, married Laksmi, the
goddess of wealthy called also Sri.
Siva. the destroyer, married Uma, the
daughter of Himalaya. She is also
called Parvatl, Durga, Kali, Bhavanl.
Their sons are Gaven, the elephant-headed God, whose
functions are somewhat like those of Homan Janus.
8. Peylod qI r^con^str^ctipfis During this period
poets, saints and commentators arose, frm the fall of
Harsha's Empire the conquest of North India A,D. 650-1200.
9* g^akti period I The Mohasmiedans progressed. Vern
acular literature enriched. From the conquest of Nor^
India to the Battle of Plasseys A.D. 1200-1757 �
10. PfiElS^ o� kfes^rn i^lwpia Protestant andCatholic Missions�Revival of Hinduism . From the Battle
of Plassey onward A.D. 1757-1910.2
sity Press
2 J* �� Farquhar, Primer of Hinduism > Oxford Univer-
, London, 1912, pp. 22^.
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The founders Jelnlaai. The Jidnas recount the names
of tw^ty-four teachers (tlrthankaras) through their
faith is believed to have come down from unknown antiquity*
The first of these teachers was Hsabhadeva* The last was
Vardhamana, also styled Mahavlra (*the great hero')* Be is
said to have lived In the sixth century B�C, during the time
of Gotama Buddha. The teacher who Immediately preceded Tard-
hamsna was Parsvanths, who lived in the ninth century B*c*
The other twenty-two teasers belong to pre-historie ages*
The word 'Jina* etymologically means a conqueror* It is the
common name applied to the twenty-four teachers j because they
have conquered all passions (raga and dvesa) and have attained
liberation*
Life si ?aydhamana Mitete* According to tradition,
Jainism owes its origin to Vardhamana Mahavlra (about ^^OJ^
B*C*), Mahavlra means: 'Maha* means great, and *vira� means
a hero. He was born in a suburb of ?aisali, the capital of
Videha, the ruins of i^lch lie? still unexplored, at Besarh in
Tirhut, about twenty-five miles frcsi Patna* The exact loca
tion of Vaisali (suburb) of Pataia, birth-place of Vardhamai^
Mahavlra is shown in the map on page eighteen* His father
was one of the chief of the Tijjian clan^ who then occupied
the district as a free aristocratic reptiblic.
Vardhmana Mahavlra was bom about 5^ B*C*. near
Vaisali, the capital of Videha* His father Sidhartha was
VAISALI (Suburb) of j
F&tai&y birth plaoe of
VAROEMAM MAHAYIRA
(C. ^^jJ^Q) the foun
der of JsdLnism*
KAPIL?AS3?0, North of Mhar,
birth pl&ee of GAtJTAHA
BtJDEKA, the founder of
Buddhieia* (His birth-date
uncertain* It is beliwed
C* 5^3 B.C. te*opean
scholars state C* 500 B.C.)
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the ehlef of a Kahattrlya clan; and his mother
Telsaiai sister of the king of Tldeha* 'Ihtis by birth he,
like Bstoa, was a first m^ber of the ruling class* Like
him I Tardhmana also first addressed himself to his kin�en
and through their support succeeded in propagating his
teaching. He married Xiasodai but tmlik� Buddha , he lived
in the house of his parents till they died and entered up
on the spiritual career afterwards when he was twenty-
eight years old. 3
Mahavlra was the twenty-fourth (last) Sirthahkarat one
of the founders �f Jalnlsm* It is necessary to know the mean
ing of Tirthankara. "Tlrtha" means literally a ''fort", a
means of crossii:^ overi metaphorically it dmmtes a spiritual
guide or philosophy which enables one to cross over the ocean
of recurring births in this worM* Th&m are twenty-four
Tlrthankaras (founders) of Jainim mentioned ^ about ^mm more
detailed statement will be given in the following chapter*
The latest Tirthai3kara was Mahavlra already mentioned* He
was bom i� 9*9 B.C. He became an ascetic at thQ age �f
thirty, acquired OTnlscience at forty-tw�| and preached for
^irty years. Thm ordinarily received date of his leaving for
ever embodied existence is given as 5^7 B*C*, at the age of
seventy-two* The anniversary of this event Is celebrated by
the Jainas at the October-Moveaber new moon* It was the
eleventh of Hov^ber In A.D* 1939 1 smd thus every year there
Is a change in date and day. They also celebrate the anni
versary of the birth of Mahavlra in the month of Chaitra
3 This is again according to the avetambara tradition.
The Digambara Canon is different and Is divided, as It is
termed, into four ?edas. (^e mss* Stevenson, Hisy^ ^
Jainism* p* 16)*
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^iGh is ths seeond spring month*
�There are few more things about Mahivlrai For about
a dosen years he led an austere life practising penance at
the ^d of that period attained perfect knowledge , or as it
is saldf became a *kevalln** He did not, like Buddha, look
upon this period of severe mortification as time wasted, but
felt convinced of its necessity as a preparation for the
great work of his life. As a result of this self-discipline
he became a tirthankara* He spent the rest of his life in
teaching of his religious system and organizing his order
of ascetics* He died, it is believed, when he was over
seventy years of age* The influence of Jainism unlike that
of Buddhism is confined to India, and even there it is seen,
somewhat strangely) to be wider outside the province of its
birth, especially in the v^st and the South, than within it*
Vardhamana Mahavlra Joined an order of ascetics,
i^ose main principles were non-injtiry (ahlmsa), that is of
any living thing, and bodily sacrifice, and self-torture,
(tapes) �
CHAPTER III
MAHA?IRA�S PREDECESSORS AHD DISCIPLES A1?D THE PLACE
OF JAim FAITH AT PRESENT
predecessora � Amojog several religions of India
the old and original religion is Brahmanism and Vedlsm*
Second, comes Hlndtiism (Hindu religion) followed by majority
of the teeming milliozis of India* As a revolt against these
tvo Buddhism sprang upp Jainism is a contemporary of Budd*
hism, and yet it is <|uite distinct and separate from It.
Jainism is a philosophical, reformed, and revolt religion
of Hindu religion* Professor Hopldiis is right in affirming
that "Jainism represents a theological mean between Brah2asn-
ism and Buddhism* ''^
In the sixth century before Christ, which in so many
centuries witnessed an earnest aspiration after higher truths
and noble lives* !!!he state of Bihar in India was strongly
agitated by the teaching of not a few bold refoBaers, men
they styled heretics* Mahavlra, Buddha, Gosila and Jamlll,
all founded sects of their own* Jainism is founded by
Mahavlra himself or by his reputed master Parsvanth, his pre
decessor and twenty-third Tirthankara* Jainism is the non-
Vedie syst�a, i*iich is widely spread In India, In fom It is
both philosophical and religious movement* ILXke all other
"~
1 E* W* Hopkins, Hit Religions s� India^ Glnn and Co*,
1895* 283*
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religious syst�s, Jaduisai too claims tternlty. It was Isliea
that gave the death blow to Indian Buddhism, Buddhim ceased
to exist in Indlsi the land of Its orlglni where for centur
ies it had exercised such great power over men's minds*
In its history Jainism had the periods of rising
development and periods of decline during the life of twenty-
four omniscient "Tlrthankaras", �Jainas** or **Arhats"* l^ere
are tw�aty-three Tlrthankaras, before Mahavlra, who have
been bom in this world mad worked, ai^ made good mahy dis�
ciples* On account of limitations of space, it will be im
possible to narrate each one his works | but the table on
page twenty-four is itself ei^lanstory* It gives brief, but
vivid and clear picture of his predecessors. Also there is
given another list of sixty�*three great persons of Jalnlsm,
which gives a glimpse about the position of Jainism*
pi^ d;Lsciples. The creM to ^eh the name is applied
is not an off-shoot or a sub-sect of aiddhism as it was once
taken to be, but is quite independent of it* It is, as a
matter of fact much older | and Tardlmana, styled Mahavlra or
"the great spiritual hero" was only the last in a series of
prophets as shown already* The history and doctrines of
Jainism are quite well known. It is th� religion of kings
and leading people* The table on the next page holps one to
understand the pre-hlstory of !4ahavira* According to the
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It la iaposslM* to deal with all the i�talla of tho Uw of
Jaisa Tlrtbajflcarao. fhere is a naamotb m^, yeoordiag ia taJjular
form Kix^-four poiato oojusorsing �aelti of tho twaty-foiu'
finh�iflc�ra�. I eontent aartelf wltti glrlag (la tfeo folding
faUo aanoxod) aflor the nam of oaeh firthankara nia� iwlats oo�-
eoralag bis life la tito followiog oirdors hlB fathorts na�e; hie
motlioy'o aaae; blrth-pla��i aakohatfa. or tho aodlaeal aign of hU
'birth! his hel�^ts hi a oolouir; hi a a^; the fioai^r of hi a ^an^^^fiy.
or a|>08tl�af hla plaeo of aiyv&aai %h� aii^ or mhlm on Ms atat^
or iaagoa; aad 1^9 iaterval twtmea Urn aad the a�xt firthaakara.^
given data in the table the Nirvana of Mahavlra took place
in 527 B*C*
As it has been already mentioned previously, Mahavlra
lived an ascetic life* The rules, vow, and doctrines of
Jainism preached by him and his helpers and disciples at*
tracted quite a large folloiKii^* fh� great preaching of
"Ahlmsa" doctrine based on the primiple of love won the
hearts of many a people* It would be helpful to stress the
point in general about the results of his movasent* This
section could be very well includeid In the second part of
the Chapter, The place of Jaina Faith at pres�at*
^ ^m&MM�TX^ Jsiiaii Oatllaaa �i Jaiaieia (Gaiii�ndge at the
Uaivoraity Froaa, 191^), pp. ft-IT
B OF f IHm&MKABA fATSM MOOTS
1. Bioheib^a or Satebi-ra^a Maroi-dairl
Adi-natiaa
2. Ajita-natlia Jl�a�aatra Tijajra->da<<rl
3* Saoathar^natha Jitari Ssaa
Abhinaadaaa- Saanrara Slddhartha
aatha
5. Sosati-aati&a Mi^�-pnkbha Samaa^ala
Kaagala
Pharaaa Soalma
^Idhara
7. S�i>rao-��"aatluii S�^ratlahtha Prithlvl
Pratiahtha
8. Chaadra-pnOdta Kaha-aeaa Xtakahaaaa
9. Pttslipafd&ata or Sagriva Baisa
Suvidhi-natha S^riya
10. Sitala^aatha IhrldluHratha Stinemda
U. Sroyaaoa-aalha Ylahna fiahnodri
Vlahaa
12. TastEi-pa^ya Vaauf^pa^ya Tijaora Jaj^a
13- Ti�ala->aatha Krlta-Tarsiaa Sarasigra
Ik,
Syatia
iaaala-aaiha Siaha-aeaa Sarra-yasa
SograoA
15. Sharasa-Batfea Bhaau Suvrata
16. Saati-aa^a TiaT�-8oaa Mira
17. Eaa'l^xiir'aatha Sorjra Sara Sri�doTl
18. Ara-aatha Sadaraaaa l^tra Bexrl
19. Melli-aatha Saffibha fiakahlta
Pn^havatl
20. Maai-8(xrrata Sooltra Padmarati
21. IfeuBi-aalha ?i^aya Tapra Tipx�
22. liOiai-aatha SnRidra�*vi4�jra Slvfiiodavl
23. Parairaf-aatha Aava-aeaa Vaisa
2k, Maha-Tira or Slddhartha Friy�-karlai
Vardhaaiaaa $rlsala
2h
iyodfegra
Sravaatl
.Ayodhya
Kaaaaabl
Saai
Ohaadrar-pari
Kakaadi
Bhadrlka-puri
Bhadlla
Sinlia-pari
Ohaapa-porl
Kaaipilya
igrodhgra
Hataa^part
Saattaaopura
a
Mlthllavpari
Mathara
Kttaagrai*>aagara
or Baja^^lha
Mlthll�-imr&
Mathara
Saari*para or
Qvaraica
Kaal
Xaadaf*para
Ja^^uadorlal Jatalt OatUaea of Jalaiwai (Cam^ridi^ at tho
UalTeraity Preaai 1916} � p. 6.
PARTICULARS CONCEBNING THE TWENTY-iOUB TIETHAMAEAS.
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HAKSfiAfRA COIiOUE AiQl
Qttaraahadlia
Bohinl
500 .
^0
Ooldaa jrallov
� II
8^ lalf^s or
8.^*00.000 of Dt^rvae
72 1^� of mom
Ptsxvashaaha ilOO � H M 6q � �
Foaanrasu 350 M � It 50 N M
MagiiA 300 � N N ko M H
OM^a 250 H Red, like letti� 30 tl It
Tisi^a 200 Grreen 20 M
Aaoradha X50 � Vhite 10 a tl
MtiXa 100 2 It
Purvashadha 90 H Oelden jrellov 1 II
Sravana
SataJshleha
80
70 tl Sed
Bk
72
lakhs of
years
tt
tJttasrasbadha 6o f) Golden Tellow 60
Bevati 50 H n M 30
Ptuligra � � tl 10 �
liharaai ^ 8 � 8 I
Krlttlka 35 � tt R 95 > 000 years
Behlnl 30 tt tl � 84^000 �
AsTlni 25 K H �
Blue 55,000 �
Sravaaa 20 � Blaok 30,000 *
Aflvini N Oolden jfBlXov 10,000 �
Trivteak^
10 �
9 haads
Blaek with itmer 1,
tinge of lotus-red
Blue
,000 �
100 �
Baeta 7 tl Ck�ldea yellow 72 "
^d^iasiuaha^-^ euhits. Tyuyva. igg^grg, oalye^. are nmes of vezy hlg^ nuahers.
1 crore�lOO lakhs�10,000,000.
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mmm oy immffj* m&t
m Mqui^ Xadlata 50 le^t 9f 9xt�y�s Btxll.
90 30 l�kl&� �f
(-SataMlMi^tikhai'tt)
1105 � � 10 l�kh� of ^ Boroo,
X03 9 Iflklite of ^ Hoakciy*
116 ft 90�000 ewroo j�Sfe| Otirlfttf
Ul � 9*000 �
'llil^llilMwwBir
M �<otiui.
95 � 900 * �
93 � 90 � � Croeo�nl�
88 II a 9 � * Bolphia
81 1 eiiN�ro� le�e 1<!K)
Sriv&tan �
77 � ^aoooroo
66 30 *� Boffttlo*
55 9 * Boatr
50 � Boor falcon �
43 8 Spik��h�aded
3/^ polyar
36 Door.
35 ^ |Ni4ya� loos ligr 6*000 B�-�pat,
oiroiroii yoaro
30 � 1�000 ororoo� loot noh
6t5@iE��ooo ar��r� Bmdsrairarta �
26 5^ lalcho ireors itfatorpot.
18 � 9 * !&�rtol�e�
17 5 � * Mlm liotuuitt
11 Of^ ar�aro Oondi*
10 250 �
11 I�i0!l�
^1*he variatloao enclosed In square luraekets xepresent mainly Svetaaaibara tradition.
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1.
3.
^.
5.
6.
7, ia>a(ha)-naUi&;
12. Brahauk-datta.
<S. JNadavlka;
7. Battai-devaj
Lak^haaxiaj
Erlahaa,
8.
9.
foa aaaes of the tweatgr-foisur flrthaxikaras have heea, already given
Yinder Sieolofif.
The twelire Ohakro-Tartina are:
Bharata;
Sagaras
MaghaTanf
Sanat-knaarai
Santi-nalha;
The nine Xaray^uuia (TaaijKdeTaa) are*
1. Tri-puahta priaihtha);
2. Ovi-pufl&ta prishthah
3. Svi^aai-'^Ea;
^. Furushottaaaj
5. Hara (Parush1)a)~8iaiha;
The nine Prati-Saz^eyraaaa (Taenb-de'raa) are:
1, Aava-griTa;
Tarakaf
Barakai
Hiawltha;
Madhtt-kai tahha;
The nine Bala-hhadraa (Bala-dema) are;
1. Tijaara;
Achala;
l^tiama-praliia (Waa&tB.;
So-daraana;
3he aboTo are the aixty-three Salaka-ptmiahaa.
Torther may be nentioaed--
2.
3.
5.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Prahlada;
Bali;
EaTana$
Jara>~acui^a.
Kendi (Anaada)t
Bandi<-aitra
(Sandana);
BamoF-diandrsi^
Padma.
The nine Baradaat
1. Bhiaaj
2. I$ahi^hhiaa;
3. Sndrai
4, ftekl^rttdra;
5. Sala;
The eleven Badrast
1, Bhimao^hali;
2. Jlta^aatxii$
3. Badra^
4. ?isvaitala{
5, Su-pratiahtlia;
6. Aohala;
6. Rahft-kala;
7. Dor^iBse^ha]
8. Bafaka-SRiikliaj
9, AdhooSRiIsha.
7. Pimdarika;
8. Ajita-dhareq;
9. �rita�n&bhi{
10. Pithai
11. I^tyaki.
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Th� tweaty-fotur Kana>-d�va�s
1. Bahtt-tali;
2, Pr�J*-i�tlj
3. Sri-dh�r�j
5. Praiena-ohandrat
6. Ohandra-^Taraa;
7. AgBi-jruicta}
6. Saaat-k^araj
9. Tataa-raja;
10. Kaaaks^px^ha}
11. Me^a^preibha;
12. Saati-aathi^
3.3. Kaathteaathft;
%k, Araha^aatha;
15. Vl^aya^raja;
X6, Sri-^ehaadra}
17. Hala-ra^a}
18. Haaunaatt
19. Ball-raJa;
20. Vaffordeya;
21. Pradyaaaa;
22. KagaF^camarai
23. JiTaa-dbaraj
fvaatyofoar fa^era aad twaaty-foar Mothers of the Tlrthaidcaras
are givea aader fheologjr (Table).
3he fourteea Kala-karass
1, Pratl'-avatis
2. Semmatlt
3* Kshem^�-'lcarai
K Sah^am-cQ&ara;
5. Simazs-kara;
6. Slaasv-dhara;
7. Vimala-Tahana}
8. Ghakshuftoiaat}
9. Tasasirlai
10. Ahhiohaadra;
11. Ohaadral:^;
12. Martt-deTai
13. ?raaeaa�*ohaadra{
lk� BEahhl-aasreadra.
Jagaaaderlal Jaial, (mX^MU 4MM%m (Caahrldge at the
Ualveralty Press, 1915), pp, i2o->t28.
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Tim J�l&& traditiomd �ocoimt Is l�&ssd on the fragme&ts of
hiatorlcftl reanaat and anecdotes. BexkOe the Jedaa history is oalXed
anthentio. In order to traoe the hittorar it is better to sta4y the
folloiring ehrottoXogy as given hy ShantiXaX Sh�h.8-*-
I. Srenika*8 dynaat^i
jyatasatm
Iteraaka
Hdi^n
IX. Saisuaagaa or the early
SaudiTardhana
Saicavama and
Hgfeanaadin
XII. Tb0) Bandanss
Haada (1>ai4��r)
Banda IZ MsdiapadMt
III. <Rie New �az�iae:
Oandragnpta
Bindnaara
Asoka
l^M^ratl
to
Bzliadratha
Y. the Snagaa
Pusyaaltra
(the Snaga ruler
in MaXwa)
VI. ^e (^eekst
Aatlalkidaa
(Aailaeuta) and
Khardaa
(SarAahha)
Til. the S�aca king
YIXI. Bhaimaitra
IZ. Mhhahseaa
X. Pethlavas or the
Sardahhillas
XZ. Th9 Xusaaas lap to
Xeusdidea
32 551 B.C.
18
33
Baadast
20 ^7 B.O,
22
66
Zk
25
3?
75
X3
MO
W B.C.
382 B.O.
3X6 B.C.
267 B.O.
36 X56 B.C.
(fhe invasion of the Sstes oa
tijjeai aad ead of the Greek rule
there, B.O.)
60 years of Balafflitra�Bhai3amitxa
72 (Ooadopharaes 19 A�B.)
23 (t) (KiUAleka 78 4.1).}
TSxe Birvaxia of Itethavira 527 B.C.
the Mrrana of Buddha 5^3 B.C.
ShaatiXal Shah, ^ |yM^,Uffi,M, 9to]M;iftfiy Sl 1^
(TerXag W, Kohlhamaer Stuttgart, X935)t P. 68,
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ms. Plftg^ a� Mm doctrln� is "Ahlmsa
Parmo DharsiAh* which means that non-lajwy to living beings
is the highest religion. His disciples and followers are
divided into two main sects "Svetambara" and *�I3igafflbara" 9
about whom more will be said in a separate chapter. Again
these two groups are sub-divided into Many groups and sects.
The followers are mostly fro� the "Kshatriya" (warrior)
class, today the Jainas ar� much aore advanced, cultured,
and educated people. In many respects they could be coia<-
pared with Oiristians in the question of education and cul-
turet The disciples (Jainas) are a minority group, and they
are scattered all over the country* The most recmt state
ment regarding the Census of the Jainas is given on page
^irty-two, according to th� Census report of 19^1,
Kings and princes were amongst the followers of
Jainism f aiii whole country enjoyed a Gold�:! ^� under ttie
mind and humane reign of devoted Jain kings^ such as Gujarat
under Kumarapal, the disciple of Jain Acharya Heachandra of
world-wide fame* It was only a short time ago, when whole
Vaishya-Jnatis consisted caapletely of Jainas, such as the
pre-eminent Osval, Srimali Agerwal, Porwal, Modh, Nagar^ and
other jnatis (castes or groups ) many of whose ambers turned
Vaishnavas of late, for complicated social and other reasons.
But whatever may be, at present, the nominal number of con
fessors of Jainlsai, nobody can dmy that it is due to the
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liiEQaae tntlumee of Jaliaism alone , If today, vast areas of
IncHai such as Pirns Gujarat, Kathiamr, Cutch, Marwar-, are
in faet, the most humane countries of the wrldj with their
various institutions for protection of animal llf�., their
vegetarian population, and their crowd^s of white-and^'yellGw-
clad Jain ascetics, in whose foot-steps enlightenseat tod
htsaanity follow, penetrating town and village f palace and
cottage.
'tl
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CiiAPTER IV
cmPABiaon of jaijo:�^ km buddhism
1. A ooaparlsona One may observe that, both are
side by side. Jainism is almost an exact reproduction of
Buddhism. It is difficult to account for their long con
tinued existence side by side, and thm cordial hatred which
seeras always to have separated them,
2* ^ Mft^yy M imm* Jainas are the
followers of Jina, the VictoriousV as th� Buddhas are of
^2ddha, the Awakened* one. fhere have been twanty-four
Jainas, the last Jaina included, ii^o was the royal race of
the kacyapas. As the Jains maintain that Gautama was a dis
ciple of their fouMer, this nuaber eacactly correspcmds with
that of th� twenty-four predecessors of Buddha, the last of
whom is kacyapa as wall*
A Jina (this term, which is ccmaon to the two sects,
along with many others, being among the Buddhists of the
many synonyms of Buddha) is a sage ijiio has reached omni
science, and who comes to re-establish the law in its pwity
when it has become corrupted among men. Jainas succeeded
each other at immense intervals of time, their stature and
their term of life always decreasing from the first Hishabha,
who was 3,000 feet in height, md lived eight millions of
years, until Vardhamana, the last whose ago and stature did
not exceed those of actual humanity.
3k
3* Mutual influence t At a very late date the two
religions still exercised a certain influence on one another.
Pel ties: Like the Buddhas, th� Jainas "became
veritable deities and ttius the direct objects of worship.
The Jainas have at their side th� Casanadevls, goddesses,
who execute their commands, like the Caktis of the neo-Brah-
manic religions, and the like of which meet with also among
the Buddhists of the North, in th� persons of Tara and other
goddesses.
5� Sl� c^lts& Next to the Jinas rank their iBimed-
late disciples, the Ganadharas. fhey receive homage in the
character of guardian saints, and a great number of deities
which the Jainas borrowed one by one from th� Hindu pantheon,
but which have no share in the regular cultus, 1?he cultus
itself is pretty much akin to that of th� Buddhists.
6. Cocmion things in both Sects s There are the same
offerings, the same acts of faith and homage; the use of
little bells is c<�aaon to both of them, and the waaen enjoy
the same rights as the men. In both confession is practised.
In both great importance is attached to pilgrimages, and four
months in the year are especially given up to fastings, the
reading of sacred books, and splrittml meditations.
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In ^y^pturest Th� Jainas like the Baci<lhists reject
the Veda of the Brahmans, which thay pronounce apocryphal
and corrupt* They consider Mgas as their true Veda�
8� Caste-helief 8 The Jainas are not so rigid and
strict in the matter of caste observance like the several
Hindu sects* They do have little of certain families in
preference to others in selecting recruits for the clergy*
However It is not the Caste system attaching any religious
significance to it*
9. Tfet relation^ fif l^t|^ Hia Sectj^ to Hinduispat Both
Jainas and Buddhists have much in common with Hindus* As a
matter of fact they are separated less frcRii Hinduism than
the Buddhists did, and in fact, they profess to be Hindus.
The Jainas have taken much more active part in the literary
and scientific life of India. Astronomy, grammar, and roman
tic literature owe to a great deal to their aeal. This con
tribution to India of theirs sounds very much in harmony with
that of Bratenanas.
10. iHo aS��X l^nr- Buddhists,
they are divided into a clerical body and a lay �into Yatis
or ascetics, and into Cravakas or simple hearers. Monastic
system has developed to a less degree among them. At present
the Tatis form sorts of colleges, kept up at the expense of
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the coaimtmltles. They do not admit an order of women. They
are divided into two principle sects t (i) The Cvetamharas,
or "the white gowns," and (11) the Digaabaras, or those who
are clothed in air,** that is to say v/ho go naked, these
designations have pcssed to from the clergy to the laity as
wall. Digambras are denominated the Nlrgranthas, i�e. ** those
who have cast aside every tie," Both these sects are men
tioned in certain inscriptions of Mysore, which go badfc prob^
ably to the sixth or fifth canary*
13. � Concerning sub-sactsi Bnddhlst sect has two sub-
sects, the Great and Little Vehicle. They are rivals and not
envies* To this division of Buddhira another has caae to be
added �that of the Jainas of the North and th� Jainas of th�
South, The Jainas are not merely divided geographically, but
in the matter of doctrines and the canon of scripture.
Both sects of Jainism and Buddhism show regard and
respect for life, but the Jains have gone very far in th�
�xtreme belief-respect for and abstinence from everything
that has. life*
12. Belief g^i It is always to Buddhism toat we
are referred back ^en we com� to examine th� general doc
trine of Ida� Jains. The essential points such as the idea
of the world and tho philosophy of life, are nearly the same
in both. Lik� l^e Buddhists, th� Jains are atheists.
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13. Klryana; In the matter of perfect conduct and
aK>ral teachings both have very much in common except in very
small ntffiiber of points, such as the classification of merits
end of sins. The Dlgambaras agree with the Buddhists in
malntelning that women have not the capacity of attaining
Mrvana, while the Cvetembaras teach that they have.
1^' ffaalj(.1^y aM pyffb^l^ijMl^yi Buddhists believe in
the denial of the objective reality of th� conceptions of
the mind, while the Jainas believe in th� probabalism* The
Buddhists affirm void and the Jainas affirm and say 'perhaps*.
15, Tgci persons , Buddha and Mahavlra? Mahavlra, the
great hero and Gautama Buddha are such that v/e are irresisti
bly led to conclude that on� and the same person is th� sub
ject of both. Both are of royal birthf the same names recur
among their relatives and disciples f they were born and died
in the same country and at th� same period of time. Accord
ing to the accepted reports, ttie Nirvana of the Jina took
place in 526 B#C., that of Buddha in ^3 B.C. . . � th�
death of Buddha fell between ^2 and hf2*
16. (^Qgraphi^sal and political similarity? Like the
Buddhists, the Jainas claim to have been patronised by the
Maurya princes. They both have common holy land. Their
sacred places of pilgrimages adjoin each other in Behar, in
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the peninsula of Sujarat (Bombay State) , on Mt, Abu in
Rajastan, as well as elsewhere.
17* Languages the sacred language of th� Buddhists
is the Pall, while that of the Jainas, th� Ardha-aagadhi, is
a rscent-prakrit dialact.
Thus t(d3ien we consider all these above mentioned co3?res*
pondancas in doctrine, organisation, religious observances and
traditions, the inference SBms Inevitable that one of th�
two religions is a sect, and in some degree, the copy of th�
other*
CHAPTER V
THE TWO SECTS OP JAIHISMj SVETAMBAHA AMD DIOAMBARA
At present I Jainism is represented by nnmerons sects,
wbich differing frtai one another in several points, have been
engaged, since many centuries, in violent mutual polemics.
The two great branches of Jainism are the Svetambaras and the
Blgambara. The Digambara Jains maintain that, as the Tlrth
ankaras, on their highest stage, never wore clothes, in th�
same way the moTk should be naked, too, in order to symbolla�
his freedom fron bodily care. This is why they have be�i
called "Digambaras,** 1.�. the '*Sky-clad Ones.* The WLgm^
baras maintain, moreover, that after the attainment of the
highest mental perfection, Kevalajnana or Q^miscienca, the
body of the saint becomes so ptirified as to require no longer
any food, and can still exist for many years to come. Accord
ing to taaeir doctrine wmen, moreover, cannot attain Salva
tion without having been re-born as a man. The gmiuia� words
of the Tlrthankaras they believe to be lost, and all the pre
sent writings to be unauthoritative.
The Svetambars, i.e., '^the %&iite�*clad Omes,** are named
so, because they believe the last Tirthankara to have worn
scanty ^*dt� clothes, and accordingly, allow their monks to
wear th� same kind of clothes, in confowity with th� eti-
^�tt� and usage of th� world. (Th� l�Bon-coloured roba, has
since the twelfth century been adopted by a special school of
ko
Svetamber moisks, and is merely meant to distlngnlah the
true, renouncing ascetic from the "yatl" or half-ascetic,
who wears all the insignia of the moisk too).
Also with regard to the other points mentioned the
Svetambaras profess the contrary opinion. They believe part
of their ancient Prakrit-Literature, the holy Agamas, to
reprea^ffiit the genuine word of Lord Mahavlra, taken down by
His Ganadharas or chief pupils.
Both the great sects are divided into several sub-
sects, amongst which the Calvinistlc Stanakvasi and Terapan-
thi Sects of the Svetambaras deserve attention, because,
probably influenced by Mohamedan ideas, they arose in oppo
sition to idol-worship, and thereby put themselves in strong
contrast with general Jain Tradition and Ritual.
CHAPTER VI
THE JAIHA UTSRATtJRE, ART AKD ARCHITBCTORl
Jainlaa possesses a vast Ijody of literattape, mostly In
Prakrta. Th� canonical or anthoritativ� works accepted hy
all sects are said to contain the teachings of the last
Tirthankara Mahavlra, Much of the early literature has been
lost* vyhen Jalnlsm had to defend itself against the criti
cisms of th� other schools, it adopted, for this purpose, the
technical i^losophical terminology of Sanskrit and thus de-
velop�d its literattire in Sanskrit as well*
Jainisn has a rich and interesting litaratura, in y/bXahf
besides the time honoui-ed Agiraaa, and their direct deriva
tives, works concerning Logic and Olalecttcs play a prominent
part. Owing to the active cooperation of far-sighted and
learned Jain Saddhus (sages), amongst whan Venerable Late
Sastravlsarada Jalnacharya Vijayadhrama Suri and his worthy
successor Xtihaaatattva Kahodadhi Jalnacharya Vijayendra Suri
deserve to be particularly mentioned, the ^st has begun to
take more and more interest in the investigation of Jain
literatura. Th� writ�r strongly believes that th� more and
more diligent research and writing will give more prominence
to Jainism, as it has to Buddhism.
He, who is wis�, w�ll-v�rs�d in the �ssenc� of th�
Jaina Scriptures, aware of th� ways of th� world, with
no sens�-d�8ir�s, brilliant, calm minded, �ver ready with
answers, patient of a volley of cuestions, powerful, at
tracting other minds, leader of Saints, a repository of
good qualities t and with speech clear and sweet, shoiald
deliver religious discourses without speaking ill of
others�i
Perfect knowledge of the Scriptures | pure conduct |
inclination to persuade others (to th� right path);
keen interest in the propagation of th� right path (of
lib�ration) t obasianc� to the learned; pridelassnasa;
knowledge of the world; d�sir�l�ssness� whoever posses
ses these and other qualities of the leader of ascetics,
be he the Teacher of worthy people. 2
Always study tha Scriptures without (caring for the
cosamon) line of tha people (worldly fame and respect),
and mortify th� body by severe ausleidties, In such a
way, that thou mayat subjugate th� invincibl� enemies,
the sense-enjoyments. Th� sages regard only passion-
l�ssneas as th� fruit of austerities and study of
Scriptures .3
Both in prose, poetry, and prayers there are several
contributions and writings* ^� following two tables give
the few writings.
First table Qt Mm IMimMm Ancient Jaina
Sacred Literature as given by J* Jainli
The knowledge of Sruti (Sruta-inana) may be of things
which are ccmtaln�d In th� Angas (Sacred boc^s of the
Jainas) or of things outside th� Angas. There are 6^
simpl� letters of the alphabet. Of these 33 are conson
ants, 27 vowels, and \ are auxiliary letters. The total
number of possiole combinations of these 6*f sim>le let
ters into compounds of 2, 3* ^, or more up to 6% letters,
is l8|�4^,7Mf,073f709,55ifOi5* These are the letters
(simple and compound) of Sruti in its �ntirety. This
Cittdia) 1928. p. 2, para, 5*
2 j[bid. y p. 2, para, 6,
3 Ibid., p. 5*f, para, 190,
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ntmher being divided by 16,3^8.307,888, vjhieh is the
number of letters employed in the central portion
(madhyama�p�da) of the Parama gama. gives us the num
ber of padas of the Angas as 11,283,580,005. The
remainder 80,108,175 gives us th� letters of that part
of Sruti which is not contained in the Angas. this part
is divided into 1^+ Prakrimakas, such as the Dasa-vai-
kalika, 0ttardhyayana , etc.
I. THE TWELVE A13GAS
Tha Angas are twelve as follows s
1. The Achara-anga comprises a full �xpositlon of th�
rules of conduct for ascetics. It contains 18,000
padas (words).
2. The Sutrakrita-anga describes exposition of know
ledge and humility, and religious rites. It contains
36,000 padas.
3. The Sthana-anga ccetprisas an exposition of one or
more sthanas or points of view concerning Jlva (soul),
pudgala (matter), and other dravyas. This Anga con
tains ^2,000 padas.
The Samavaya-anga gives an account of the similar
ities that arise from the point of view of dravya
(eli^ants of the universe), kshetra (place), kala
(time), l:*iava (eharaet�p)* This Anga has 16^,000
padas.
5� The ?yakhya-prajanpti , gives an account of th�
60,000 questims which the chief disciples put to th�
omniacient Lord, the Tirthankara, with the answers.
It has 228,000 padas.
6. The Jnatridharma-katha-anga gives an �xposltlon in
detail of the nature, etc., of the nine padarthas ,
Jiva, etc. I as well as the questions which the Cana-
dharas put to the Lord. It has 556,000 padas.
7, Th� Upasakadhyayanna-anga gives the details of tha
eleven stages of a household lif�. It las 1,170,000
padas.
8. Th� Antakrld-dasa gives an account of ten ascetics,
y^bo went through strict torture and asceticism and
finally sat themselves free from th� bondage -f karma.
It has 2,328,000 padas*
9� tha Ai3xitta9ropapad8l�aHiaaa^*��ga glvaa an aoaotmt of
other 1^ aaaaMea, %m aa<�Q�^iiihad Mirth in haair�*
eas, such as fijaya* Ithaa 9�2Mfr,aoo padas.
10* the Pifaana*�vyakaram�*a2)ga giv^s inatsmetions as
zagarda to the quaatiooa pertaining to time factor
paat-i present and future* It has f�316,000 padas.
11* Tho ?ipaka*��utra*aaiga contains, an exposition of
bo�idaga md kmsm^ tt has IB^kOO^om pe^n
12. Tha Driahti�prairada�aiiga haa l�oa6,856,005 ^aa�
It la divided into fiva paaptst flva parlkrasias,
Sut��t PxmthaaazmsK^gat fourta^ Farva�gataf imd
five cimlikaa^ Hmm tim parts wiU m considered
ona by onat /
A* f%f^, fpi^^^^�^
(1) !aie GamSm<^vmmptl^ (2) The Suraya-^prajnap**
ti, <3) Tiw Jaaba-4wipa*�prajnapti| C^-) Th� ivipa-
l^mpati and (5> 1^ fyilciya^prajiiapti �*'Mm
all d^ with asm, Hoon, Starai and nature in gan^^^*
This a&ntaina an mmm&t of 363 false creeds or
haratia faiths*
C� frathaj^an^^^i^
Ttis contains an aiacmmt of ^a 63 pimM parimst ^
TirtSiaaatearaai 12 Chakra��vaiftlina, 9 iarayaaaa> 9
ti�*narayaaasi and 9 Sala^Miadrai*
Thaaa were lost in tha aa^^ly p^od*
Thay are CI) 'Xhe Ji^ata^atel^Hcai (a) Tha Stalgata*
ahulika, CB) The l^^^at�ft�*elmlika� C^) Ttm lupa^
gata-chQlikai (5) 1^ Akaaagata^iiili3�a ��whieh
daaOL idtli tha aacounta of mtar, inaamationa, offar�>
ingat mathoda of tranaformatimia, and offaringa and
�aataritiaa, ate*
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OH SCBIPTtJRBS OTHSR THAN THE TmVl AHOAS
This contaisa 80,108,175 lattars divided into four-
ta^ Prakirnakaa*
1, The Sarakhya-Prakimaka contains an account of the
six kinds of saiakhyikat nama (name), Sthapana (posi
tion), dravya (substance), kshetra (tiae), kala
(place), and hhava (nature)*
2* Tha Samstava-prakirnaka gives th� account of tha
five stages in th� lives of Tirthax&ara�, their
thirty-two powers, eight jairaclas, ai^ religious
doctrines *
3* The Vadanta-prakimaka deals with 1^� tuples and
other places of worship*
h� Th� Pratkraaaaa-prakiamaka deals with th� accounts
of the r�aoval of defects that are related to th�
day, to the night, to th� forteight, to the year, etc*
5# The Vinaya-prakiasiaka gives an account of five kinda
of vinaya (Ijsamility) or ihmmim mMasty of behavior)
r�lating to faith, knowledge, conduct, austerity, and
bahavicr*
6* Tha kriti-karma-prakinaaka gives accounts of tha
modes of worship, and t^e aigniflcanc� of raHgious
rites such ast rav^r^c� pedd to Arhats, aidShasi
Acharyas-Saddhua, images of Jaina, @tc�
7* Th� Dasa-vaikalika-praklmaka dascribas rulaa of
conduct and of purity of food for ascetics*
8* Saa tJttar-vyavaharai-prakarina^a givas th� account
of four kinds of disturbances and twmty-two kinds of
troubles itiich an ascetic may have to undergo*
9, Th� Kala^-vyavahara-prakijnaaka discusses th� ri^t
practices of aaeatlca*
10 � Th� kalpi^ala*prakimaka considers th� things i
places or thmighta of monks*
11* Th� Mahakalpa-saninaka^prakimaka gives an account
of the rules of ascetic practices (yoga la th� thre�
ag�@ of past, present and future.)
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12. The PtHidarikftw-praklnaka gives details of charity,
worship, austerity, salf-cohttol , etc*
13* The Maha-pundarlka-praklmaica gives details of the
causes, austerities, etc*, that lead th� soul to a
rebirth as Indra, pratiiidra, etc*
The Nlahidika-praklrnaka givas many methods of
purifying, oneself from tha faults arising froa cara-
lasmiaaa*^
SECOHD TABLE Of SAXM LITEBATimB
SQb;lectf
Linguist Amarakisavya-
Grammar, khyana
Proaody and
Glossary
Kavyax�aara
Karantaka
san^ivana
Karantaka
Sabdanu-Sasana
Scientific? Astrology
Madicln�|
Mathamatica<�
Astrology,
�tc�
Medicine
(Kalayan-
K
Saciraja A valuable Kannada
commentary on the
(c. 1300)
?idyanaadi
Salva
A valuable anthology
(1533)
A glossary of words
8pdll�d ra and la
(c. 1600)
Bhattakala- 592 Sanskrit sutras
naka Deva <l60i�f)
Sridhara- Th� earliest extant
carya Kannada work m the
subject (c, 1<M)*
Cites Arabhata's
astronomy. C*f99).
Translation of Pu5ya�
Somantha padas Sanskrit work*
Treatment prescribed
is i^olly vegetarian
and non-alcoholic �
1916.
Jaini Jagmadarlal, Outlines o� Jainiga. Pntnm,,
h7
ScientiflGi ^tbflimatles
con't*
Hatta Hata or
Hatta Sutra
Religion
and
Ethlca
Khagandra
Manidarpana
QbarmE^sirta
Sasiaya-parikaa
Itarma-patrika
Trlpuradahana
Ratna-Karan-
daka
Apa:m3ita*pada
Hajaditya Poetieal talents
devoted to �luaida-
tion of the Math�a-
tical suhjeata.
(c, 1100-1160)
Hatta- A quasi-scientific
kavi -mm. on natural phe
nomena such as rain.
earth-quakes, planatfi
omens, etc. (c. 1300)
Hangraja I Quotas Fujyapada
(e. I36O)
Pourtam chapters da-
voted to courage,
truthfulness, chasti
ty, Justiea, etc* in
easy pleasant style.
(1112)
Brahma Siva A controversial work
i^ich Justifies Jain-
1^ as against rival
creeds, (c. 1125)
?]dltta- A Kanada version (101%)
Vilaaa "Burning of the triple
Siswaayana Fortrasst Birth, Decay
and Death**�an allego
rical poem. (c. 1232)
Ayata-*?arma ^Casket of Jewels*
Deals with tha three
jewels t Right belief,
Kaowledga, and llfht
Conduct. (c� ikQO)
Ratnakar- Moral discourses on
ranvami renunciation. "Songs
of tha Brothws* on
moral and doctrinal
subjects, current
among the Jains.
Jnana-bhaakara Hemanna
^ S* R* Sarma,
l^t pp. 96-100.
Sti;Kly of Sastras ttras�
sas raider than outnard
rites andjausterities*
(c. 1559)5^
Over aad above these, there have ba�a recant addi
tions to the eompilatioa of the Jaina litaratura� Of tha
twelfth caatixry, the Yogasutra, t^ch gives a sujamary of
morals $ (11) tha Kalpasutra, a translation of a biography of
its founder, which possesses the data as far back as the
sixth ew3tury$ and (ill) the Catrunjaya-mahataaya which
assigned to the same period Srotas or the lyric poetry of
the Jalnaa.
Tha Jainas differed widely from several distinct sects,
diffariag even in regard to the number of thair canonical
books, tha Agamas*
There have been numerous authors who have written
religious hymns and prayers* The most outstanding arei Kav-
yaoala, Bhagtji^atotra, Slokaahangra, Hari Hamji, Ratnasai^hra,
Adiaathaatuti, Col^ana and Stotra*
|hg Jaina^ $i3^U%m%W^' ^� <^ains form a
perfectly distinct class* Brahmins never attend any of their
religious or civil ceremonies, ^*iile they, on their part,
never attend those of the Brahmins* They have their own
t�aplas, and the priestly office is filled by men professing
the same tenets as themselves.
Amongst these temples there are some which are richly
endowed and very famous* The Jains make pilgrimages to them,
acsBatimes from great long distances. There is a very r^aark-
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able on� in Myaor�, at Sravana Balgolai a village near
Saringapataaif It is between tbrea mountains , in ona of
whiah la an enormous statu�, about seventy faet Mgb, smlp-
turad out of on� solid piece of ro�^* It must bava hem a
tr^andous place of work, for to execute it, it was nacaasary
bo level the ground frm tbe top of tha mountain to below th�
baa� of tha statue, and there form a sort of terrace, leav
ing in the centra this mass of rock ^tfiicfa was to ba carved
into th� ahap� of the idol* It is a very fin� piece of
Bindu Sculpture* Many luropaans ^bo have seen it have great
ly admired th� correctness of its si�� and proportions* It
represents a celebrated Slrvanl called, Gumatta, a son of
Adiswaara* fh� figure la absolutely nuda, as are most of the
idols to which the Jains offer adoration, and which are al�
%mys likenesses of ancl^t paaltants belonging to thia sect*
In those days it would hav� showed thm to raprasesit those
p�nit�nta as wearing garm^ts, alma thay made it a point of
duty to go absolutely naked* Childless women may often be
B0&a praying to these indea^it idols, in order that they may
baci:^� mothers*
fhis tempi� of Balgola, b�-ing only a day*s Journey
from Saringapatam, has ba�n fra^antly visited by teopams*
It was a great source of grief to th� devotees of the sect
to see this pratyaahtalla (holy place) defiled by a crowd of
unbeHaving visitors* Aad what was still worse that these
inqialsitiv� foreigners were often acecaapaaied by their dogs
and thair Fariah servants* In one resting plaa� they would
coc^ a stew, in another they would roast a piece of beef
under the very noae, as it we3*0| of f^e idol, whose sens� of
smell, the Jains thought j was infinitely disgusted by th�
smoke of this abominabl� style of cocking. At last th�
guru (priest) attached to th� tempi�, shocked at all this
descra^on, fled frcaa the unhallowad spot, and retired to
scan� solitary place oa th� Malabar , coast* After thre� years
of this voluntary exile , he 3?�turn@d to his former abode on
tl^ assurance that Suropeans had ceased to visit th� place,
and that th� t^l� had been thoroughly purified. It should
be asked whether it is not th� duty of any wall-condueted
man, �van if h� does not respect them, at least not to open
ly outraga th� pr�Judleas, feelii^s, _ aad ctistoss of any
people amongst whom h� may happen to b� teowj no aRtt@r how
peculiar or ridiculous thay amy appear to hlm� i&at pleasure
could be derived, or is^t good could b� gained, by exciting
tfc� aagfer and c^t�pt of those fro� i^om on� has tto-^ing to
fear, and who caniK^t retaliate?
An invalid teopeaa officer, who was �Oiag to tha
Malabi^ coast for changa of air (cllmatt;, oa pmaaing
n�ar Belgola, mB seized with the Idea of spending a
night in th� teaple, which h� did, in spit� of much
oppoaitio� on th� part of th� inhabitaats. 1?wo days
afterwards the officer died oa th� road, to th� great
delight of all the natives, ^o, of eoursa, attributed
his death to a miracle, and looked upon it as a direct
retributlim frc*i thair outraged deity, TbXt Just aad
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condign p�jl�hja�nt| said they, wald inapiro with
wholescme fear others who might be tempted to try a
similar experimant#"
the idols of th� Jains differ in many respects from
^se of the Brateains, Almost all have curly hair lik�
Hagroas* They wear neither �ar-rings, necklaces, bracelets,
nor bangles on their anklas, i^iilst th� apahmins, cn th�
other hand, ovarload th� objects of their devotion with such
om^ients* India is rich in her art and arehitectur�, Th�
^sterner, on his visit to this great laM of long standing
history, first plans to s@@ t*s@ buildings, especially tha
Hindu tuples* The Jaina religion Is fseaous for having gor
geous and ^pensive stone temples Ilk� that of Buddhism*
ISiera has been a trace �verywhere, in the shape of baautiful
temples of Jainas, son� of them being ind�ed marvels of
combined Architecture and Sculpture*
Th� history shows that th� aarlieat Architecture sera
to have used wood as th� chief building material* Barliest
Jaina buildings have aH disappa�r�d as coapletaly as th�
early wooden churches in Ireland* Tkm Stupa, or cave tai^
plea, were built in tha 0old�n period | tmder the- shadow of
Islai-blending of t^e pure Jaina style \d.th Moghal features*
Most of th� historical data is gathered from �eh
carvings. The three most recognised tj^es are as follows?
(i) Th� Horthemt mainly, Iforth of findhya-marked by th�
curvilinear sikhara (11) Th� Southeiaii with a traced pyra-
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mldal tower (V�sala*W�storn India, tha Doocan and 24ysor�),
(111) and tho C^tral, combining both typas with peculiar-
itles of its own* (Dravida, Madras Fresidaacy and Horth
Ceylon) �
Inscriptions. The inscriptions give names, pictures,
history, dates, tables. The following historical temples
are worth noting! Pillar carving of Balra-^deva Maadapa,
Wbodearving ar^ cave - carving at Faacare*ttapaga, Indra*
satha, JSllora Caves, ladra seated on aeplmt* Carved pil
lar of Jaina cave called Klepahanta caces near BsMbay, Chan-
draglri aad Itevala, splendid temples of Aim, Giraar, Satrua-
ja ia Gujarat* Also the architecture ar@ fouad throughout
the land ats Bajgir, Pawa (Khahkhuadu) , Owalllaar, Mat&ura,
Bitha, Masar, Delhi, Agra, Bhatesvar, Pathari, Ghoaaar,
Rantak, Hagpur, Hataapur, Sohagpur, etc.
The most distinctive contribution of Jainism to art
ia Kamatake was ia the realm of Iconography* As with every
thiag ia life, tha Jaiaas appear to have carried their spirit
of acute analysis and asceticism into th� u^kmre of art aad
architecture as wall* ^are are minute details, for ia-
staaca, ia th� Mamsara, a standard bDok oa th� subject la
South India, according to \djich,
Th� imago of a Jina should have oaly two arms^ two
�yea, aad a cropped haadj either standing wit^ laga kept
straight or ia the abhaaga maaaers or it aaar b� seated
in th� padmasaaa posture, therein also the body must ba
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kept �r@ct, Th� flgiare shotjld h@ sculptured as to
indicate d�ep contemplatlonj the right palm should be
k�pt fading upwards upon the left palm h�ld in the same
manner (and both resting on th� crossed legs)* On th�
Simhasana on which the image of the Jina is seated (and
round th� prabhavali) should b� shown th� figures of
Narada and other rsis, hosts air, and offering worship
to th� Jina*
Below th� simhasana must be th� figures of (other)
Jinas in a worshiping attitudes these are the sidhas
(or adisidhas) , th� sugandhas (sugataa)* Cahantu
(carhantas, !��� Arhantas?) j Jana (Jina?) and parsvakas|
these five classes are known by the nam� of Panca-para-
mestins* The caaDlexions of these are respectively
aphatika (crystal) whit�, red, black, and yellow. The
central Jina figure sliould be shaped according to uttam-
dasa-tala measure, whereas thos� of the devatas and
twenty-four Tlrthankaras surroxmding him in th� other
(madhyama and adhana) dasa-tala measures* The body
should be perfectly free from ornaments, but on th� right
aid� of th� chest (a little over th� nipple) there should
b� tha sri-vasta mark of the golden colour.
On the right hand and left side of th� gat� of th�
temple of Jina, there should be the dwarapalakas named
Canda and Mahacanda respectively.'
war.
7 S, R. Sharma, Jaihisa iM
19*fO| pp* 102., para* M-jr. Xi
Dhar-
CHAPTER ni
THE PHILOSC^HICAL OUTLOOK OF JAIIISM
I. THl JAIIA Timom OF KirOlMXJB
^ M^SI, St teylMgf* Consciousness is
the essence of every soul, according to th� Jainas* Con
sciousness is conceived lik� th� sun�s light, capahl� of
manifesting itself and of revealing everything �Is� unless
some obstruction prevents it from reaching its object* B&d
there been no obstacles, th� soul would have been omnlscl^t*
The Body, the senses and th� mind (manas) are all consti
tuted karmas and th� soul*s powr is limited by thais*
Lik� o^�r thinkers, the Jaima admit th� twofold
classification of knowladg� into isiaadiata and mediat�
(aparoksa and parcksa)* Imediat� knowledge is mors slgnif*
leant ia Jainism � Perception of axteamal or intersal object�
through th� senses (iadrya) or mind C�aaaa) is iiiHiediata aa
compared with iafar^ace* However, kaowXadg� cannot be said
to be absolutely immedlata, becaus� �von her� th� soul knows
through the madiimi of somefeiag els�, tlia senses or maaas*
Therefor� w� caa state that there ar� two kinds of immediata
kaowladget avadhi (limited knowladg�)^ maaahparyaya (aat@r-
lag a miad)| and kevela (absolute knowledge)*
th�re is the vast use of Logic la th� matt�*' of
r�asoaiag* la order to ae� th� sigaificaac� of Jaiaa logic
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It would be helpful to discuss this at this stage. Western
logic is material and- inductive or daductivet Th� chief
topics ar� th� term, th� propoaitloni and th� syllogism.
Its aim is eonslatancy in arfiMent-formal truth mostly,
Jaina logic has for its aim to remove ignorancaf to
acquire knowledge! to know what is harmful | what is bene
ficial and to be adopted* the whol� of the Jainism follows
tha maxim, �Do not live to know, but know to liv�*� Logic
is not mental training maralyf it is a necessary help in
ascertaining th� truth, as w� move along* How to achieve
this aim? By proving thinga through pramana* \&iut ia
proaana? It is that by which ia �stablished tha knowledge
of th� self.
B�sid�s <i) pramanas w� have (11) nayas and (ill)
syad-vada�
Sy^^Qgism. Th� Jaina syllogism, like that of Gauta
ma's Kyaya, but unlik� tha syllogiim of Aristotelian logic,
consists of five propositions* To take an �lementary ex
amples Man is ^rtal. John is a man* Therefore John is
mortal* The Jaina logician would argu� ^uas Jack died.
Fox died, Herbert died, aad so did liAlliaa* Jack, Fox,
Herbert, aad Mtlllaa ar� truly mlvwsal typas of mm*
Therefore all aaa die* John ia a maa* Therefore John will
die* Thus the Jalaa syllogism mattood has flv� propositioas,
which is strange. It combiaaa both iaductiv� aad daductiv�
m�thod arrlTiag to the definite oonelusion*
For ordinary purposes, the Jainas acaapt tha general
view that there are three praiaanas, naitaaly, perception, in-
fi�ranoe, and testimony (i�e. authority)* Tkm Jalaaa give an
accotmt of the process by which ordinary p^caption takes
place and is retained}
At first there is only a distinct sensation, say of a
sound* It is not yat known what it means* this primary
state of consciousness ia called avagrito Ci*e� grasping
tha object)* Thm arises tha aaarys Mhat is this soundt
. , * 1!hen cmes a definite Judgment like *1his is tha
sound of a car*' This ia called avaya (rmoval of doubt)
� � *
Srata* the second kiM of ordinary knoi^edga ia mostly
intarprated as knewle<^a obtained from ttiat is heard frcm
others,
tha Carvaka Viaw, Carvakas hold that comciousaess is
a mere accidental property, arising only under seme conditions*
In ttiis process inferaneo and teatlmony are igis^rad and hence
the parcaptiim also ignored* Iftiil� talking about knowlai^a
aiid reasoning, this kind of view seaas strange to a thinking
mi33d, hence is stibjact to very severe criticism* fha Jains
reject the Carvaka view and stress that parcaption is ^e
only valid source of knowledge*
II* THE JAIIA THBORt OF JtJDGMSST
3- Satlsahandra Chatterjea* M l^p^nmm %&J^%mPhiloaoi?hy* Haivarsity of Calcatta Press, 19^* pp* oOT^
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JMgment ( Inference ) is an important aspect in the process
of learning (teowledga) � Every ju<lgai�at expresses on� aspect
of reality and is therefor� relative and subject to some con
dition. The Jainas point out that the diffaraat kinds of
immediate and n^dlate knowledge that men possess about objects
show that every object has innumerable characters. In the
field of judgn^nt different systems of philosophy represent
different partial aspects of r�ality. Every judgment ( infer
ence) should be qualified by saa� word like *s<Me how' (Syat)
tiius expressing coaditionality* This view is in relation to
th� eastern world. Also tiiis view makes Jaina philosophy
Catholic and tolerant.
132� prc^lnent theory of Jainas is called Syadvada* It
is th� view that �very ordinary judgment (passed by imperfect
minds like ours) holds good only of th� particular aapoct of
th� object jndf�d and of th� point of vi�w frm i&iah th�
judgment is passM. I
Syadvada is one of i^� fourteen Pnrvas is aaid to d�al
with th� topic of judgment* It is the most ccaispicuous doc-
trin� of Jainism. Th� word *Syat� is derived f^ th� Sans
krit toot as �t� be' being its ffsm in th� potential mood.
It means 'may ba* so that syadvada may bt Tmdet^ in fcgUsh
as �t^a doctrine of m W** 3:t signifies that the Univers�
can b� looked at from many points of view, sod each viewpoint
yields a different conclusion (anekanta). Every position is
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therefore la strlotaess oaly ooadltloaia^l. Absolute affirm-
atioa aad absolute aegatloa are both erroaeous. Th� Jaiaas
lllustrat� this position by m&m of th� story of a number
of blind people aacaaiaiag aa �laphaat aad arrivlag at vary-
lag eoaelusioas rogardiag its form while la truth �aoh ob
server has got at oaly a part of it* Th� dootria� ladieatos
�xtrem� cautloa aad signifies aa aaxiety to avoid all dogma
ia defiaiag th� aafeir� of reality.
aarlly, logic diatiaguishas two kinds of judgment, affirmativ�
aad aagatlve* The Jaiaas dlstiagulah s@v�n kinds of judgmeat
iacludiag these two* tbmf ara mmd aa follows without fur*
ther commeati
Aaaerdiag to th� Jain aaeouat its nature ia seven
steps* described as the sapta-^bhaagi or *th� sav^-'fold'
formula* Its s�v^al st�ps arai
(1) Somehow S is P (Syat aati), may be, is (Syataati),
(11) Somehow S is not I* (syat aaati), may be, is not
(ayat aastl) �
(ill) &m&hm S is and also is not I* Cayat asti ea aaati
aa), ia aad is not, (syat asti aastl),
(iv) Somehow S is iadescrllmbl� (syat avaktavyam), may
ba, is iaeapraaaibl�, (gyat-avaktavyah)*
<v) Soraahow S is P and ia also indescrlbabl� (s3^t asti
ca avaktavyam ca), may be, Is and is iaaxprasslbla
(syat asti ca avaktavyah),
<vi) Somehow S is m>t F and is also iadascrlbabl�* is
not aad Is ijwat^raaalbl�, (syat aaati ca avaktavyah)*.
(vii) Scfflsahow S is F also is not F aad Is indescribable
too* is, is not a�i is Indascrlbabl�, (syat asti ca
aastl ca avaktavyah)
"
2 Saticlmadra CMtterjQ�, MJ^^ M fMh-
osoTto* iMlvorsity of Caleatta, 1950, pp* 87, para*
m, THE JAINA MBTAPHfSICS
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Mssx sMm^ lA mMmm l^mmMA stem*-
ME�t W^Un mmli^* Jaiim� imU that evaayy �b-
Jaet kncjim hy m has itrntmei-abXa characters (aaanta-aharmak-
asnmata), ist us try to tmderstaM mm� clearly tha impli
cation of this view. Every object, is what it is because of
its positive and negative characters*- fh� positj^t,^ charact^
i^ich determine, for �swple, an object Ilk� a man ar� his
size, colour, shape, weight, consti%ition, her^ty, fffiully,
race, nationality, adt^ation, �mploym�nt, plac� of birth,
date of birth, habitation, age, etc*, and th� nwbwless
"
re
lations he bears to the countless other objects of th� world*
^faa negative characters t^ich d�t�rmin� th� man consist of
wimt h� is not* To know him fully, w� should know how h� is
distinguishad frm everything �la�| w� should know for sam
ple," that he is not a ^opaan, nor a <aiia�aa| nor a Hohaagae-
dan, nor a Eorastrian, @tc,| or not dlshoaast, not foolish,
not salfish, etc*
time. In object in tha light of its own both positive mSt
aagatlve character, continues to add more according to th�
ehaages in time* Of course, it is but natural, that soma
charaaters may drop aad some may b@ addM*
dua changes aeaordiag to -feh� tiia� factor, th� object is
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found really to possess infinite character (anantadharma),
MX Mm, mirk^p^mt ^9 Mkimi:^* toow ^ object
fully. Jaina writers therefor�, remark that he who knows
one object fully, knows every thing* Only an oanisclent
person (kevali) can have such ccotplet� knowledge of an ob
ject*
Mm <^Wm^^m 9l m^UPmm* ^ substance is
poasassad of seme unchanging assaatial characters (gunas)
and changing modes (paryayas)* W� have just seen and observ
ed that objects have many characters* According to Jaim
philosophy there are two kinds of characters found in every
substance, es^i^ti,a;^ and jgcl^ffltrt,,
!fhe essential characters of a substance remain in th�
substance as long as t�t� substance r^ains* Mithout thaaa
th� substance will ceas� to ba what it is* Oonsclouanassi
for example, Is an essential character of th� soul. It is
through such characters that &. gabatane� undergoes ciiang� or
fflodificatlGn. fha Jainas call an essential unchanging char
acter guna. and an accidental, changing character t?.ayyaya*
A substance is defined, therefor�, as that which poetesses
qualities (gunas), as wall as modes (paryayas).
Tha Jaiims disagra� with the Buddhists* who believe that ther�
is nothing raally panaanent in the universe, and that every-
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thing changes from moment to moment, and are one sided and
dogmatic. According to th� Jaina belief th� emphasis is put
on th� m)rd *Syat* (may ba), in th� matter <3f both Chang� and
pamanance*
mt�s, ��& iM^A wmmt ^ m. w2JM.f n&*
g�r?san�nca* origination ^ im^* A substance is real.
Beality consists of thre� factors? penaanenc�, origination,
and dacay*
Causal i^ficlency caimot be a aaric of reality, as
Buddhas think, Th� Buddha th^ry of moiaantariness is also
untanabl�, as explained ia th� givea quotatioat
By accapting this crlteriaa of reality tha Jaiaas
reject th� Buddha view that raalifcy coasists ia causal
afficicacy, i.e. that aa object is real if it la capabl�
of causing any effect . Th� Buddha criterioa is faulty,
bocaus� according to it, �v@a aa illusory saak� smst b�
called real as it caa caua� affects lik� f�ar, flight,
�tc* From this faulty criterioa of reality tn� B^ICiaa
deduce th� theosey of th� mmaatarlaasa^of things, which,
therefore, turas out to be fallaeious*'^
Classification of Substaace. Substaacas �xteadad.aad
aoa��xt^deds Th� b3^ad�st classification of substaaces,
aecordlag to th� Jaiaa fall into two$ (1) th� �xt�ad�d, and
(11) the aoa-extmdad. Th� liviag and th� noa-11viag * Sub-
Stances possessing axtaasioa (astikayas) ar� subdivided lato
tm kiads, aam�ly, th� living (jiva) aad th� non-living
Cajiva), ^ fitters ^ Um, MteUM*
3 |bi4> * p, 92, para* 1*
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be classified into those that are emancipated or perfect
(Binkta) and those that are in bondage (baddha), moyir^g
SM. non-aovingi lihe souls in bondage are those that are
capable of oioveaent (traaa) and those that are immovable
(sthavara), 15ie isaaovable are of five kinds. JS'ive kinds
9L isaaobi^e liyin^ substances having only one senses They
live in the five kinds of bodies mad� of earth, water, fire,
air, or plants raspactively. They have only the sense of
tcuchf th�y possess, therefor�, actual consciousness. The;
SSMM 13.vinfi fflibstances i^im �|v� ^en^e^t The
mobile living substances hav� bodies of different degrees of
perfection and variously possess two, three, four or five
senses.
Non-living substances possessing extension are dhraiaa
(duty) J adharma (non-duty) 5 akasa (space) | and pudgala (laat-
t�r). The following table of substance will clearly show tha
above scheme of classification!
Substance (dravya)
Extended (astikaya) Non-extended (anasti-
Animate (Jlva) InaDlaate (.Jlva)^'' ^^^^
Eaiancipated Fettered Dharaa Adharma Akas Pudgala
(imikta) (baddha)
i loving (trasa) Hon'^oving Atoms (anu C�^pounds
(Sthavara) of earth, (sanghata)
e.g. those llv- fir�, air.
ing in bodies of
earth, etc.
5-S�ns�d, ^Sensed, 3*S�ns�d, 2-Sensed, .
e.g. men e.g. beas e.g. ants e�g* worms.^
^ Ibid. 7 p. 9V.
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la eoaaeetlea with tha same thought of ICarcaa (doeda) theory
there Ig oae sore aspect of senses to be seea* Together with
Prakrit! aad Parusha, are the twaaty-fiv� priaciples of th�
Saakhya Togaj aad they may b� showa thus la a tabular forms
1� Purusha
5, Manas 6-10.
Sensory
orgaas
11�15*
Motor
organs
2� Prakrit
3* Mahat (�iat�ll�ct�)
^� Hhas-kara ("EgolOT**)
l6*"'S0#
Subtle Kl^eats
Orross Kleiaaats.?
The Soul o� Jlva. Jlva is a s&oX* A jiva or a soul
is a conscious substaaee* Consciousness is th� �sseace of
sotil. It is always pr@s�at la th� soul| though its imtur� aad
dsgree laay vary*
Souls hav� varsriag degrees sad kiads of kaowledg�* At
the highest �ad th� seal� would b� perfect ^Is that hav�
overc<M� all karsaas aad attained waisei�ac@. At ^� lowest
ead wuld stand the most isiperfaet souls which li^bit bodies
of �arthi water, fira, air or vag�tabla.
Th� soul maaifeats itsalf and others* It is ataraal.
It is t^e soul that knows thii^a, perfoams activiti��, �ajoys
plaasuros, suffers pains, aad illuaiaatas itself aad other
George Allen & Vrmln ltd., teidoa, 1951, p. Ill,
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objects. The sotil is eternal, but it also undergoes ehaiige
of states. It is quite different from the body and Its
existence is directly proved by its consciousness of itself.
Like a light the soul pervades the entire body in
which it lives. Owir^ to the Incarnation theory a Jiva ccmes
to inhabit different bodies suceassively. Like a light it
illtaainates body in which it Uvea. Though it has no for
(jjrarti), it acquires like a light the size and form of the
body idiereln it lives. Jiva, though forfflless, is said to
occupy space or possess extension.
How can the soul occupy space? Tha Jainas conceive
the soul primarily as a living being (jlva). Consciousness
is found in �v^y part of a living body, and if consciousness
be the character of the soul, th� soul should be admitted to
ba present in evwy part of th� body, and therefor�, to occupy
space.
Th� aeul does not fill space lik� matter. It should
b� borne in mind that a soul's occupying space ai�ply means
its presence in the different parts of apac� lik� a aaterial
body. The soul is present in spac� lik� light. A soul*s
presence in a particular spac� does not prevent another soul*s
presence there; two souls may be preset at th� saa� place*
Th� Jainas point out, just as two lights can lllumiaat� th�
same Bree#
Proofs tSSt JM gMilmt ^ iml* 1^� soul is
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A tabular aooouat of classes of souls la Jainism majr now be
Souls are
liberated sad in ninrana or
those yaio
preadxed
Jaiaisa
in their
enbodied
coalition.
all other
liberated
souls
nondaae, or ent^^ia^ed nd^ natter
AsoetiOB Ifon-asoetios
ABHAfS,
perfeet
souls,
await their
going to
^^w^t^ilfiSB^ after
shedding the
k!^l^fj|3qi^ body
others
AOHARtAS. UPAIMTAYAS,
beads of teaebing all other
grovips of saints or saints or
aseeties, aseeties. aseetios.
As eo]i^>ared with most other religions, it is ia^portant to
ztoticte that Jainisa ha� a very definite and unoomproaising
attitude towards l^e eeneeptioii of Sod. It is aooused of being
atheistie. Shis is not s�, beeatsuie Jeiniso believes in Oodhood
mS. in inmuserable godsf but oertaiisly JaiMsm is atheistic in
not VilieTing its gods to have oreated the tJ^verse. Oreation
implies wlition, a di|�ir� to oreate, A desire oan only relate
to soaetitiing or foot yhioh is not, but ought to bos therefore
it iaplies iaperfeetiGn. And @od oamot Ibe iaperfeot* this is
the sost coB}tR}z>-sense argoaent a^gaiast the theory of 6od as the
creator of the universe. In a word, belierers in the creation
theory make Gk�d a aan, bring hia down to level of need and
in^rfection; whereas JaiMaia raises aan to Oodhood and inspires
hia to rea<^ as near Oodhood as possible by steady fai^ ri^^t
pereeption, perfect knowledge, aad, above all, a spotless life.
Xn <laina hagiolo�sr sixty- tituhse persons are preeaineatly
i^iritual, S&ey are�
2^ Tirthanteras.
12 Ohekravartins.
9 Ssrayanas or Tasudevas.
9 Prati-narayanas or Prati-vasudovas.
Bala^hadras.
^ese are not all ''saints^, i.e. spiritually great
souls. Besides these a few other important elassee are reoognised�
9 Saradas.
11 Budras.
2^ Kaaadevas.
24 fathers of the firthaakaras.
24 Mothers of the tlrthankaras.
Ik Eul^arasO
6 Jagmahderlal Jaini, Qijitlines o� Jainism y Camhridg�
at th� UnivaraHty Press, 19I6, p. 19*
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Immediately known in the perception of its <|ualities like
pleasure, !fhere are other characteristics of th� soul as
pain, r�ia�mhrance, irlolation, doubts, knowledge, etc* 2?h�
senses of sight, hearing, etc,, ar� merely lnstruia�ats, and
there mist be scm� agent who employs thaa. The Carvaka
view that unconscious material elements can produce consci*'
ousness is not verified by perception, nor by Infareaee or
judgments
^a^api^^^,ffi mm fta.WX,l, m ms&S^* ^ama philo
sophy is characteriaed by logic, and ccmprahenaiveness, and
Jidna theology is by siiapliclty, ccsisaon-seas�, and straight
forwardness. Tha topics of Jalnlsm �ay b� arranged as fol
lows}
1, The soul and th� non-soul| ii� th� klMs and
qualities of soul| ill. aubatanc� and attributes | iv#
tha six substances; v� t^e five magnitudes; vl, me
kamas or actional vii* thair kindss viii� th� s�v�si
principlaa; ix# th� nin� padarthas (categories)!
the affact of ksm&s on the body and iK>tilj xi# the
flv� kinds of bodiasj 3Cil# tha four forms of axlst-
�nca| xlii* th� six tints of the squ1| xiv� tha stages
in tn� �volution of th� aoul.
�(1) Jivajivas Th� soul and tha Ion-Soul.
til) Kinds and qualities of Souls Soiaa ar� of two
kinds according to th� bodies which they inhabit* (a)
Sthavara Souls, literally **iimobile" souls, but pobably
rather souls with hardly more than a kind of tactile per*
caption. These ar� of flv� kindss (1) Souls of min@i�al
bodies, �.g. stones in a quarry, diamond or coal in a
min�, �tc. <2) Souls of water �living organiaas in a
drop of water. �3) Souls of liviiw beings in firet th�
salaisandar of tha olden days ia an llluatration. (h-).
Souls of airj th� air that w@ breath� Is held to b� ftiH
of little eraaturas* (5) Souls in th� vagatabi� kingdom.
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(b)* Th� other class of souls Is trasa, or mobile*
The distlnation is thst th� sthavara soul eaimot raova
at its o%m will, whil� th� trasa to a greater or less
�stent can. Th� trasa souls hav� sense-organs, and ar�
classified accordingly into four classes, nBmely, Intoi
(1) Thos� which hav� two senses, of touch and tastaj
(2) Thos� which hav� thre� senses, i.e. of smell also|
(3) Thos� which hav� four senses, i*e, of smell al�o|
(M-) Thos� vMch hav� five senses, !.�� of sight also*
Hln� Qualiti�3 of the soul are given, bat th� chi�f
of them is eoasciousaesa or (chctana).
(ill) Substaaea wad attributesj Dravya is th�
geaaric aaae for soul, matter, time, and space.
(iv) Th� six substances t The Soul, Matter, lamcma,
Mhajfaa, Space, Tim� (magaitudes) , the soul, matter.
(v) The five Astikayas (Magnitudes) |S3ll* 3:n th�
iapur^e state aia� properties of the soul may be m^tioa�d*
1. It lived ia th� past, is living now, aad shall 'llva
forevor. 2. It has perceptloa aad kaowledga, 3� It is
iiaaaterial, i.e. has m touch, tast�, small, or colour*
If. It la the oaly respoasibl� ageat of all its actions.
5. It completely fills th� body which It occupies, �.f .
that of aa aat or aa �l�phaat* 6. It enjoys the ft-ulti*
of all its karaas. 7* It wanders la samsara. 8. It
can beecM� ia its perfect condition Siddha. 9* It' goes
upward. Matt,�^8 Wedded to soul is th� great lifeless
smbstaaca of Sitter* Science raeogalaaa three coaditl<m|
of matter I solid, llcuid aad gaseous. Jalnlsm recogaiaas
fix coadltioas. 1. Gross, e*g* a. siouataia, a pillar of
iroa, etc. 2. Gross (lii|uid), e.g. water, oil, �tc. 3.
@ross*fia�, e*g� shade, suaahia�. h-* Fiaa*gross. ��g.
fragrance, sound, sweetaess* etc. 5� Fiaet matter cap
able of bacOTliig kawdc matter. It caarot b@ perceived
by senses. 6, Fiae-flae. still finer molecules. It has
for its atms th� acmblaatioa of two or mor� ultiaat�
atoms.
(vi) KBrm^
(vii) Kinds of Karma o
(vHi) Th� seven principles (Tattvas) Jiva and Ajivaj
Asrava, Baadha, Samvara, Mrjara, Moksha.
(ix) Th� aia� Padarthas 8 a� above a�vtr^ %&%%MW
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together with pjinja (laorit) m& papa, (demerit) ar� the
nine padarthas.
^ lm4�^%^ ^M^m^, 0� Ulrm* ^iv� inani
mate suhstai^es are matter , time, space, dharma and adharaa.
Ihe physical world In vifeich sonls liTe is constituted by tha
material bodies that th� sonls occupy and th� other material
objects thct form their environment* But in addition to
these material substances, th�r� are spaca, time and ttia con
ditions of laotlon, and rest, without "i^lch there could be
given no �xplanation about th� world and its �v^its. Let us
consider these different substances on� by ones
(1)' Matter or Pudgala. Material substances ar� cap
able of combinatidn and separation. Matter in Jaina philoso
phy is called pudgala, which etymologically neans *that ^ich
is liable to integration and disintegration* � Material aab-
stancas can combine together to form l�j*g� and larger wholes,
and can also break up into siaall�r and smaller parts, the
smallest parts of matter which cannot b� further divided,
being partless, ar� called atoms (anu). 13iey have th� qml-
itles of touch, tast� mell and colour, th� material sub
stance (padgala) possesses th� four qualities of touch, taste,
small and colour. Sound is not considered as an original
quality. The Jaina points out that sound along with light,
heat, shadow, darkness, union, disunion, fineness, grossnaaSf
7 Barth, Religions oy MJsl� *Jainism* .
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shap� is produced later by the accidental modification of
matter*
(il) space or iOcasao Space si'^^s room for extensions
the function of space is to afford room for the �xist^ca of
all extended substances. Soul, matter j dhrama and ad'harma
a:j.l exist in space* Without sparse, substances could not ba
extended. Substances are those that occupy or pervade, aad
space is that which is occupied or pervaded^ Filled space
aad �B9pty spaces Th� Jaina distiaguishes tw� kiads of spa�^,
the space ccataiaiag the world where souls aad th� other
substances live (loks&aaa), aM �^pty apace beyond pjch i�>rld
<alokakasa)�
(lii) Tfeie or Kala. Tim� is th� aaeeasary coaditloa
of duratioa, chaag�, siotloa, aewass bM oldaess. "Jl'sa Ckala),
as tfeaswanil states, makes possible th� continuity, modifica
tion, mvmsmtf newness aM oldness of aubstaacaa* Idk� spac�
time also Is inferred though not perceived, fls� Is not ax�
taaded ia space. Bacaus� tia� is iavlsibl� substaaea, It is
oae aad the aam� tira� present avcepynftiar� ia tha world. Unlika
all other substances called aatlkaya, time is devoid of �t�a-
sion ia space.
leal tima aM ^plrlcal tiaai Jaim writars soa�tlm@�
distiaguished between real tim� (qarmarthika kala) and ^pir*
ical or coavaatioaal tim� (vyavaharika kala, also called saaa-
yii)� Coatiauity or duratioa (vartaaa) is th� mark of real
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tia�, -wbojpeas ciiaages of all klisdg ar� the marks of arapiri-
eal tia�. It is this later �mpirical tim� (saaajra) which is
conv^tioiially diiridad into aom�ntS| hours, days, jioij-bhs, and
years*
(iv) Dharma and Adhanaa* Bharaa aad Mhama aj*� tha
coaditloas of movaEsoat aad rest* Like space and tisi�, these
two substances also ar� proved to exist. Mobility aad Imio-
bility � action aad rest � ar� th� grounds of such iaf
^ce� Jaiaa argues aad proves that just as the movessat of
a fish ia the riv�r, ^oagh initiated by th� fish Itself,
would not b� possible without th� aedium of water, which is,
therafor�, a aecessary eoaditicm, �^thout ^lah its motion
would not b� possibl� � Such a condition Is th� substance
called dhaj^a.
ar� forslesa passive substances* Wmm& and
Mharma ar� st�mal, formless, a<m��oviag, aad both per^^da
th� �ntl?a worid-apae� (loka kaaa.)� m�y boMi ar� passive
aad not actiim* Dharma aad Adhama ar� usad her� la the
technical s^ses, bM not la tJaalr ordinary moTBl saases
(i#�. laarlt and desae^it), Spac�, tia�, dhansa aad adharma
ar� remote and passive lastrua@HRtal ccajditioasi
Bagardlag all four substaaces�space, ti��, dhama
aad adharma�it should be aot�d that as cauasl condi
tions (karaaas) they all hme a peculiar stataa. fh�
causal coaditioas may M disti.aguished into three chief
kiBda, agent (as potter is of th� pot) and iastrumaat
(aa the potter* a wii��l ia �f th� pot) aad material (as
clay is of th� pot)� Spac�, tiae, etc., com� under th�
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category of Instrumental conditions, but they should
be distinguished froa ordinary conditions of that kind,
being more indirect and passive than ordinary Instru-
mejital conditions* The stone on Which the potter *s wheel
rests may be cited as a condition of this kind in relaMon
to the pot. Space, time, etc* are similar conditions.^
IV. THE JAIHA macs AND PHILOSOPHY OF miQIOH
The most important part of Jalim philo.aophy is its Ethics.
Metaphysics or episteotology--in f^^ct, knowledge of any kind-
is iiseful for the Jaina in so far as it tielps him to right con
duct, 'fhe goal of right conduct again is salvation (nc^sa),
yhloh -eajis negatively removal of all the soul and positively
the attainment of perfection*
Bondage of tha soul in itself is possessed
of infinite potentiality. Bondage means, in Indian philosophy
ia general, thm liability of the individual to birth aad all
coaseepaeat sufferijsgs.
Owing to Karsia (deads) its llKltatioas or bondage
occurs. The wrong deads are eoapared with obstacles. Just as
th� sua shiaes forth to illuiaimt� th� aatir� world as soon
as ato�japh�r� is freed of cloud aad fog, similarly th� soul
attaias csiiaisciaaaa aad th� other perfections iahermt ia it
as soon as the obstacles ar� reroved*
Passions attafact matter to th� soul. Th� cravings in
soul aad paaaioaa that seek satisfactioa becom� obstacles ia
one* a Ufa*
8 ;ibid.. p. 102, para. 1.
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Th� hody and othur conditions ar� an individual ar�
all due to kama, Th� body that w� have Inharitad from our
parents is not a oiere chance of acquisition. Our past karma
determines the family in uhich w� ar� born as wall as th�
nature of the body -�Its colour, stature, shape, tha number
and nature of sense organs and motor organs iMch it posses
ses. The Jaina, therefore, speaks of th� aar^/ karmas, aiid
naaes each after tha affact it produaea*
Th� x}aasions causing bondage are anger, pride, infat*
uation, and gr��d� As tha nature sad atuabar of aatorial par
ticles attracted by the soul depend on Its karma, t^eaa
particles ^�Eselvea com� to fee called kanaa-matter (karjsask*-
pudgala) or even siapSy kaareia* Th� flow of such karaa^-i^ttaf
into th� 8001 is called, therefore, influx Casarava) of karaa.
Bondage of the soul to matter in due to its bondage to
bad dispositions or passions* Th^a ar� two kinds of bondage i
(1) intaraal or ideal bondage, !��� the soul*s bondage to
bad disposition (bhava-bantoi) j md (2) its �ffect, material
bondag�, i�e# th� sonl*s actual association with matter
(dravya-bamacha)* Tha interpretation cf th� soul and matt^
is proved by the presenc� of consciousness in eviry part of
the body.
The soul is tine ^iva, the living being | and In every
part of t^a livii^ body we find matter as well as conscious
ness and, therefor�, th� ccsapraaenc� or interpretation of
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of matter and the living substance (i.e. soul) is as good
a fact of experience as the interpretation of allk and water
in a mixture of the two, or the fire and iron in a rad-hot
iron ball.
Ubaration. Uberation is tha axpulsion of the mat
ter from th� soul. If bondage of th� soul is its association
with matter, liberati^ mxst mean complete, dissociation of
the soul from laattar* Th� only vmedf is to stop th� influx
of th� karma.
Ipiorance is th� cause of passions* 'Shis idea en
courages on� to acqtxlr� aor� knowing� in order to withstand
all kinds of t^^tationa.
Knowledg� alon� can rmmre ignoraneat Her� knowledge
is compared with light which can replace Ignorane� (darkness)
in one*s Ufa.
Bight knowledge is obtainabl� from tha teachings of t
the oamiscient Tlrthankaras. Tirtharlvaraa are of course
viewed as high^ .raligioua teachers, h�nc� thay claim to give
th� beat and ideal knowledge to others.
Therefor� faith in th^ is necessary* Having known
th� office of th� Tlrthankaras, it is v�ry important for on�
to build his faith in th�m, 1^0 ar� oaniscient.
Knowledge is perfected in right conduct. Thus tha
knowiadga acquired has to b� so translated and lived in one's
lif� to form right view of character. Hence right faith.
7h
right knowledge, and right conduct constitute the three gms
of a good life.
Right faith is respect for truth* It is not blind
faith� It is a lalnimm will to believe, without which no
study can raMonally begin. Perfect faith can result only
from perfect knowledge. Right knowledge consists in the
detailed knowledge of all truths* Beaioval of karma is neces
sary for l^ss Hight conduct is refraining from wrong and
performing what is right.
The five great vows form th@ basis of right conduct*
1. Th� vow of Ahlmsa or non-injury to life. It is based on
th� idea of potential �quality of all souls. Ahlmsa must be
practised in thought, speech and action. 2. Th� vow of
satya or trutbfiilnsss consists in speaking what is tru� as
well as pleasant and good, 3. th� vow of asatya or non-
staaliag is based on the idea of tha sanctity of property*
Th� vow of brahacharya consists in abstaining from all
attachment to sens�-ob3�ets.
Hight knowledg� J fail^ and conduct jointly brli^
about liberation consisting in four-fold perfactlon. It
attains th� fourfold parf�cti<m (annanta-catustaya), namely,
infinite knowledg�, inflnit� faith, infinite power, and
inflait� bliss.
i^Mm M Ik T^^Kim ^^m%, ^a grounds of
Jaina atheisms Jaini^a prasants, along with Buddhism, a
fABLE Of
whloh obsctires th� so^'s essential nature, and is called destructive or
^gfejaliSa of four kiads
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religion without belief In (Jod, The atheism of tha Jainas
is based on the following chief grounds j Neither percep
tion nor inference can prove CJod� Qod ia not perceived, bat
is proved to exist through inference, The Hyaya holds, for
example, that as every product, Ilka a house, is the work of
an agent, (karta) tha world which is a product must also have
an agent or creator, who is called CkJd*
!I!he quailties attributed to Ood are not reasonable j
Idke the existence of God, th� qualities of omniscienc�!
unity, eternity, and perfection generally attributed to Him
ar� also doubtful. If Ood is c^ipotent, H� should be sup
posed to be a cause of all things �
The Jainas worship the liberated souls possessing Qod�
like qualities instead of Ood<. Tha religious fervour of the
Jainas does not, therefor�, suffer* Jainism is a religion of
self-help*
The Jfiina Mllsa* ^� ai^i of Jaina ethics is to
attain lac^sha or nirvana, i�e� parfeet peace and WlXbs of tha
soul. Ther� ar� sat rules of conduct bo^ for the laity and
th� el�3^# The rules and requirassaata for the ascetics
(clergy) ar� rather very strict*
The roles of conduct for ascetics ar� given in th�
Acaranya-^sutra, yhteh is translated hf Vr* H, Jacobi in vol.
xxii of th� Sacr,�4, Books a� IM (pta�pp�20a-210), and
in 3hagavati-Aradhana by tha aoiik Sivakoti, an cs'^aharaja
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ot Benares*
The Jaina principles and rules of behaviour ara
quite rigorous. It is nmmBery to make it clear the eleven
atagaa in idie life of Jaina laj^en, i.e. the elevm pratimas.
They are given balow. But before a Jaina can go on the
pratimas, he raust pass toough two preliminary stages, (1)
Ha imist hav� fait^i in Jalnis� and (2) He must becoa� what is
oallad a pakahika sravaka, a layaan intent on following th�
path of salvation. His duties, as laid down in the Sagara*
Dhaansamrita by Pandit Asadhara about Saavat 1292-1235 A.D*
ares (1) fo have faith in Jainisai (2) f& abstain from
istoxicantai (3) fo abstain from flesh food; (k) To abstain
from fruits which contain, or ar� likely to contain insects;
also from honey j (5) ^o abstain from taking four kinds of
food at night� Ih� four kisds ar� stable, tasteabla, lick-
abl� aM drinkable. Eatables, at least, h� amst giv� up at
nighty (6) To take clean, 1*�. filtered waters <7) To ab
stain ttm gambling; (8) Xo follow in th� main th� five
small vows* The vows relate to non-killii;^, etc, (9) fo
abstain tvm hunting* (10) To abstain from adultery or
lasciviousnessj ill) To perform some religious exercises
dailyf (12) To abstain from making his living by any of
tho following aeansx (a) agriculture, (b) learning, (c)
trade, (d) army, (a) crafts, (f) singing, (g) music.
Tha aleven pratimas aret 1. Darsana (faith) -^A
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true Jaina amat have perfect and intelligent, well-reasoned
faith in Jainiano 2� Vrata (vow) �He must observe the five
Btinor vows (anu-vratas), th� three guna-vratas, and four
siksha-vrata* 3* Saiaaylka (worship) *�*Ha must worship regu
larly. Poshadhopavasa (fortnightly fast) �He fasts
regularly, �.s a rule, twice a fortnight each lunar month*
5� Sachitta-tyaga �He refrains from taking fresh vegetables
b�caus� they ar� living, and to hurt any living thing is in
Jainim a deadly sin. 6, Batri-Miukta-�tyaga �He must not
�at food at night. 7* Drahma-charya �Celibacy. 8. Aramttia-
tyaga �Abandonment of worldly engagements and occupations e
9-11. Th� remaining three stages are concerning the monk*s
lif�. Their names are parigratha-tyaga , anumati-tyaga, and
uddisthta-tyaga, and they teach to withdraw from the world to
acijulre knowledge and truth.
But underlying every rule of conduct in Jainism is one
aiaat�r principle of ahlasa (non*killing, non^hartlng). It
will be proper and useful to consider the effect of this prin-
clpla of non-in;jury on (1> food, (2) drink, (3) trades and
industries, (h) social behaviour, (5) civil and criminal
wrongs*
(1) Foods Food which involves the slaughter of living
beings, ani�alr� fish, birds, or anything that has five or
less sense organs, must not be taken* (2) Drinks All kinds
of intoxicants or even stimulants ar� prohibited. They are
uot good for th� body and its well being* They feed the
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passions, and passions are the bitterest foas of th� soul#
^iiila distilling the liquor many inseots are killed, which
is against the Jaina principle of ahlmsa. (3) Trades and
industries! Certain trades ar� prohibited to Jainas as
Jainas �brewing, fishing, butchering, and anything that
Involvas the idea of slaughtering in trad� or coMaerce*
Social bahavlours A true Jaina will do nothing fes hurt
the feelings of another par^n, man, woman, or child; nor
will he violate the rules aad principles of Jalnis�* Jaina
ethics ara meant for men of all positions �fo�, king�,
warriors, traders, artisans � ^riculturists , and indeed for
laen of ev�ry walk of life*
The chief idea is your duty"* Do it as htManaly
as you can* This in terief , is th� primary precept of Jain�
Isa, Non-killing principle cannot interfere with one's
duties* This �xplanation s�ckbs v^y strange, but thara Is
XHsint ^^ch explains th� bshavlour of a soldi�r on tha battle
fi�ld, of a king in his tvil$j3g power, of a Judge in ordering
to hand over th� mxrdQTeT �these things are right and justi
fied as they form the right duties* (5) Civil and criminal
wrongs* The Jainas of today do not follow all th� vows. In
criminal statistics th� Jaiaa percentage of ajdmlnality is
tha lowest �being remarkably lower than wong th� Hlndua^
f^hajModans and Christians* In caamercial matters tha Jainas
ar� a w�ll�to-do and influential cOMiunity. ^is community
gives th� Stat� of India good subjects and business men*
CHAPtER Vm
THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE JAIHS
Besides the two predominant creeds in India (Brahmin-
ist and Buddhist) there exists a third creed about which,
until recently, very little was known* I refer to the
religion of the Jains. This Sect stands quite aloof, hating
equally both Brahmanists and Buddhists, as well as their
doctrines. They believe and maintain that both th� Trimuarbi
and Buddhism are abominable modem inventions, and m�re tra-
vesti�s of th� tru� and primitive religion of India, %diich
has raaained pure and unimpaired asaongst them only. Thay
also hold that they alone ar� th� real d�sc�nd�nts of the
Brahmin Penitents, whos� doctrines, customs, and usages thay
protect from universal dagradation and frm th� monstrous
innovations of Brahmins and Buddhists alike.
BrahminisiB underwent a hard struggle b�for� it sue-
ceeded in establishing its dc�inion in India, owing to the
opposition off�r�d to it by the Jains j but after a long and
bloody war th� lattar were crushed and had to subalt to what
ever conditions the Brahmins chose to dictate. Th� Jealousy
and animosity which thas� r�ligions hav� stirred up still
prevail as strongly as ev�r, even after a laps� of two or
thro� thousand y�ars� Time, which generally softens the
strongest hatrada and brings together th� gr�at�st enemies,
has, in this case, failed to obliterate the aemories of the
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ancient wrongs of idfeich each sect mutually accuse the other*
The dally prayer of a certain sect of Brahmins contains a
curse levelled at the heads of the Jains, who retaliate by
aacclaiaiing, when they rise to pray, � Brahma Kshayiua!* �Hay
the Brateain perli^�. If either sect comes into power, it
takes the opportunity of humiliating its adversaries and of
punishing them without mercy yaenever occasion offers*
But whatever may be the respective claims of Buddhists,
Brahmins, and Jains with regard to the antiqiilty of their re
ligions and the differences of doctrine tiiat divide them, it
appears highly probable that they all sprang originally froa
the same source. All three believe in fundamental doctrine
of saetempsychosis* The Images they worship bear a great
likeness to one another, and laost of these seem to be sorely
allegorical embleiis, invented to help thm to roEaembar their
original divinities* All their religious orders are alike
cciaposed of priests, monks and hermits. Their sacrifices,
and the cer^onies which accompany them, are nearly Id^tl^
cal* And lastly, there is the resaablance of th� languages
used by the priests in thair religious services | that is to
say, th� San^rit of the Brahmins and Jains on this side of
th� Ganges, and Pali, which Is evidently atrlved fr�a tha
Sanskrit, of the Buddhists beyond th� Ganges* All these h�lp
to prove incontestably the affinity existing b�tw�@n th�
three religions*
mAs wry little Is kaovn about the Jain cult by
Europeans, although it is to be found in all parts of the
Peninsula, the body of th� thesis und@r the sub-head "Jaina
Rules of Conduct" gives � short account of their doctrlnea
and of th� principal controversial points between them and
their sworn eaesales, the Brahmins* On� should lik� to b�
abl� to do the sam� with regard to th� Buddhists, bat he has
not b�en abl� to procure authentic documents about their
cult� Residents of Ceylon, where Buddhlps predominates,
ought tc be able to supply th� blank thus left in th� thesis.
Jaiaisa.^ It was mainly in theory that th� Saskhya
doctrine was �one�m�d with th� probl@a of deliv�ranc� from
rebirtti, iifeereas Jainism and Baddhism attacked th� problaa
in its practical bearings*
th� fflov�aent t�gan, as far as w� can
'
judga, in^ th�
warrior cast� and spread thane� to th� �ther castes, includ
ing ttoe Brateiins* Men of all classes left thair h^es and
occupations in crowds ajid roamed about th� world as mendi
cant friars and wandering ascetics in �rdar, by renunciation
of the world, to gain the privileg� of not returning to
existimaa*
In th� tJpanishads and th� Sai^ya doctrine, th� doe-
trine of reincarnation was connected with th� Idea of world
and life negaticm* It was th� id@a of reinoamatioa which
I The most correct foi^ is 'JiaittS but it has ba^
thought better to retain th� usual mglt&h spelling*
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began to interest the masses. There grew a constant fear in
the hearts and minds of people* Deliverance froa reincarna
tion can only be attained through pardon from th� terld and
freedom fr<aa the will to live*
The doctrine of reincarnation originally belongs to
a myth which describes the wanderiag of tiae departed to the
realm of bliss* It explains the waxing and waning of th�
moon by its absorbing th� sotils that coin� trmi the earth and
after certain time sending thai on to heav@n, or down again
to the earth in rain, ^e doctrine of reincarnation appears
in the Upanishads in connection with this myth?
All who depart from this world go to moon* Th� wax
ing half fills itself with ttiair lives | in the waning
half it is effecting their rebirth* Th� aoon is th� gate
to heaven. H� %dio knows how to reply to it* hiai It al
lows to pass by* E� %iho cannot reply, him it sends.
changing itself into ralnj he is re-bom th�r� and ihara
according to his d��ds and knowledge as worm, moth, fish,
bird, lion, wild-boar, la�^al (?), tiger, man or iimat-
@v�r may be* For when a man comm to th� noon, th� 2i�>on
asks I yho art ^ou? Then he ought to answers I am thou
, * . If he speaks thus, then the moon lets him get
away out above itself* * �
According to the original myth further* it is not all
the d@ad who arrive at the moon but only those %^o are
destined for eternal bliss or for r�-birth into human
existenc� * * * Men who are to bacom� animals expertenm
this ahaage straightway aft�r thair death, or �the tmcMn
are not cI^eP' about this � aft@r a visit tc a plac� of
punishment* Th� moon is originally thought of only as a
plac� of Joy,
Brahmnic mysticism is concerned with th� Id�� of being
exalted above the world, not with th� idea of redemption.
Th� doctrine of reincarnation, on th� other hand, starts
from the premise that souls ar� prlsonera In the world of
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senses �
Therefore the Universal Soul becomes a real problem*
Hence the question of redenption**
All mysticism gives the Idea that the soul lives in
genuine freedom from the world* Mysticism is the realiza
tion, glorification, and manifestation of a naturally giv�j
state of red<�iption from the world*
There is a profound difference between the world and
life negation of Brahmanic mysticism and the world and life
negation inspired by fear of reincarnation*
Like the S^ikhya doctrine, Jalnlsm approves the idea
of reincarnation* It assumes the plurality of immaterial
individual souls existing from all eternity* Here Jainism
is diverged fro� the Bratelnlcal thought* It stresses the
need of purity of conduct which cleanses l^e soul, and hacice
deliverance from relacamation*
Jainism comes into the light of history through
Mahavlra, a contemporary of the Buddha* Like the latter
he belongs to the warrior caste* The date of his death
may be put about \Tt B.C* � , ,
So Jalnlsm is connoted with the oldest form of Stek-
hya doctrine I much of it indeed is of very ancient char
acter* It has ^ured down to the presmt day* The
number of its iwiherents, who belong principally to the
merchant class, is now about a million*
In Jainism not to kill and not to harm living crea
tures (Ahlmsa) first becomes a great commandment* The
verb �hims is the disective form of han (to kill, to
2 Albert Schweitzer, Indian Thought |M JJt SiSSto-
ment* Hew York, Henry Holt ^ Co* , 193^, p7 7o*
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damage)} so it means to wish to kill and to damage.
So the substantive A-himsa means renunciation of the
will tc kill and to da'iiage.3
How can we explain the origin of the Ahlmsa command*
ment? The question arises how In the period of Brahmanism
the question of A-hlmsa would have arisen, when they pifae-
tised killing of animals as a profession in th� sacrifices?
It is beli�ved that Brahmins adopted the Ahlmsa commaiafaient
trtM Jainism*
The A-himsa principle has the educative effect * It
arouses empassionate feelings aad keeps it awake* In the
Ayaramgasutta, a Jaina text dating probably from the third
or fourth century B,C*, Ahlmsa is preached in ^e following
words s
AH saints (Arhats) and Lords (Bhagvants) in the past,
in the present and in th� ftitur�, they ell Bey thus,
speak thus, announce thus and declare thus* One may not
kill, nor ill use, nor insult, nor torment} nor perse
cute any kind of liviag being, any kind of creature, any
kind of thing havii^ a soul, any kind of b�ij:^s* Tnat Is
the pure, etettial, enduring commandment of religion vhich
has b^i proclaimed by th� sages who ccsBprehend th�
world
Centuries later, th� poet Hemchandra (12th e�ntury A*D.*)
by the desire of "king Kumarpalla, who had been converted to
Jainism by hia, treats of th� doctrine which had becom� dear
to th� King in a didactic poam, and praises non-killing and
non-harming in the splendid verses i
3 jO^J^# , p. 77�
^ p� f^^
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"Ahliasa is like a loving, mother of all heings,
"Ahlmsa is like a stream of neotar in the desert
Sa'ssara*
"Ahlmsa is a conrs� of rain clonds to the forest-fire
of suffering.
�l3i� best herb of healing for tht; beings that ar�
tormented by the disease.-.
"Called the perpetual return of �xistanc� is Ahlmsa."^
In acaordance xAth th� Ahlmsa ccramandmentj th� Jaina
give up bl(x>dy sacrifices j the us� of sieat, hunting and wild
beast fights* fh�y also avoid tra^ipllng on creeping thlxigs
and insects as they walk, the Jain sonks go so far as to
ti� a cloth in front of their mouths in ordw that as th@y
breath� they may not swallow ttm tiny creature of th� alr^
Jainli also sees itself forced to abmdon field-work because
it is impossible to dig up the earth without damagiijg miimta
living things* That is why the Jains ar� aainly engaged Ih
t^ad�.
The laying down of the commai^tot not to kill m& not
to dotage is on� of t^e greatest events in th� apiritual his
tory of mankind*
So far as we know that lii� principle of wrld and Itte
dmial, this is for th� 'first tim� expressed by Jainism*
The question arises s Is not-killing and not-harming
ever poaaible? Tims the Jains j in Hie realm of real practical
lif� I pass by the great problem as if it did not exist* How
ever 0@ri:oualy man undertakes to abstain ttm killing and
^ Ibid.* p* 78,
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dSBi^ging, h� cannot entirely avoid it* He la under tli� law
of necessity, wMcii cupels him to kill and to daaag� 'both
with aad without his knowledge.
When th� suffering of a liviag creatui'� cannot be
endured, It is more propor and �thical to its life by
killing it mwifully than it is to staM aloof* It is more
cruel to let domestic animals which oa� caa m longer feed
die a painful death by stawatioa than give them a quick
and painless end by violence* Again aad again w� see our
selves pl^ed under th� neees-sity of saving on� living crea
ture by destroying or damaging another*
Ihtts th� principle of not-killing md not-harming
smst not aim at being indep�dmt, but must be the servant
of, and subordinate itself to, compassion* Ba� question
must be faced in discussion with reality of th� wl��la ap
proach to ^e question of Ahlasa*
me caiinese ethics also reach th� point of studying
the problaa of man and tdi� .animal creati.�n# It is the Km"
Xiag*^P�im (the Book of IJeads and their Bemrds) that de
scribes the law of compaasto for animals* It contains a
�oneetim of 212 vary mMll sentences about good and evil*
Coamanteants of the Kan-Iing^P*i�n ares Jiav� a piti
ful heart ibr all creatures �On� must bring no sorrow-
even upon th� woms and plants and traaa � H� does evil
, , . who shoots birds, hunts animals ^ digs tip th� larvae
of lns�ctat frightens nesting birdSf stops up burrows j
removes nests, wounds animals with younf * � � will not
allow man and beast to t^� their rest*^
^ Ibid.y p* 80*
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The followiJig Chinese stories will explain the coDmandment
sore vividly s
The wife of a soldier named Fan was consmiptiv� and
near to death* As a remedy she was ordered to eat th�
brains of a hundred sparrows. \^en she saw the birds
in a cage, sfoe sighed and saids *Shall it come to pass
that to cure me a huaiSred living creatures shall ba
slain? I will rather die than allow the suffering shall
come to them** She op�ned the cage and l�t them fly*
Shortly after, sh� recovered from her illness*
Taso-Pln llvod in a hous� that was in ruins* His
children besought him to hav� it rap�ii?ed# But he
answered thams *In the cold of winter the crakes in
the walls and the fissiires between the roof-tiles and
batw�^ the stones offer shelter and refuge to all sorts
of livixi^ things* �fe ought not to bring them into danger
of perishing**
i^~Tang of Id-u-I^ing used to take his son out hunting
with him* One day thay cam� across a stag playing with
its young* Wim it saw Tsng. it toc^ wO fight* lat
Tang took an arrow and killad th� little one* The terri*
flad stag went off with cries of pain* Tang had
hidden in th� long grass, th� stag returned and lickad
the young one*s wound* T^g again draw his bow aiad
3d.lled it* But tha arrow glanced from its courso and
pierced his son* Then Tang threw down his bow and weep
ing embraced his child* At this mcsaent he heard a voice
from the air saying to himt �Taagj the stp loved Its
young 4ust as much as you loved your son. ^ /
Th� above illustrations explain the ethic of lova for
liviiig eraaturas* The Kan*ting-P � len seams to b� influenced
by the Indian Ahlmsa principle* The Chinas� thought advances
independently tvcm the idea of lov� to mahfclM as it is found
in Confacius (Kung-Tae, 551-^79 B*C�), Mi-Tse (d* about kOQ
B,C*), and Mi�g-Tia (372-aS9 B*C*), to that of lova to tha
whole creation*
7 Ibid.* p* 8if*
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ftm Upaalsiiads glw more importance to the principle
of abstaining frm tintmtbfulness, widle Jalnin stresses
the principle of Ahlmsa,
Monks came trm the mrtlm cast� who preferred to
live a calibat� life, They also showed less attraction to
the world and the worldly possesaiona*
Stia deliverance fwm- reincarnation was strassad and
championed by Goaala, who has th� second mm% Mattali, a
conteaperary of Mahavlra, According to Oosalai the mmheT
of re�births that a man has to go throtigh is determined by
fatei
Happiness and sorrow are measiared out to him as it
were bushels i and the dts*ation of transmigration of
souls has its fixed t@rm| ^ere is no shortening and
langiaieaing of it, no �niarg�ient and no dSMimtion*
As a ball of yem t^imm to the gapoiad runs out and
rolls up again* Just so will fools and wis� mm alike.
completing me cycle of transmigrations bring utcm
end of sorrow*^
fh� Buddha opposes Soaala moat vigorously* In one of
his sermons he refers to him thuas
As of all woven garm^ts that there are, a hair shirt
is aaid to be th� worst -�a hair shirt. Disciples, la
cold In cold weather, hot in hot weather, dirty in color,
evil-calling, trough to the tou�^ �so,^Disciples, amoE^
all the doctrine of MaMihali th� w�rst,9
^SL ^^^m TheojL.p.gy� Tha ftodamaaital principles of
^ Ib|#* f p* 87,
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Jaiiaisffi ara thaaei
I* Man' a personality Is dual, umterlal and spiritual*
XI* Man Is not parfaat*
HI, Bty hia spiritual nature man can and must control
his material nature*
These free souls are of two kladst (1) Ms�nbodi�d
and in nirvana at the aumalt of the universe, (11) lahodled
sottls lahich have attained omniscience* (Qualities named in
appendix) �
Human souls s these are sadhus, saints, or munis*
They are distinguished in three classes i
1* Acharya �the head of tee saints* He has among
others 3^ qualities*
2* Upadhyaya# This ia tha teaching saintj he has
twenty-five qualities*
3* Sadhu* This is tli� saint or ascetic? he has 2S
qualities* Four points must ha noticedi (1) ISie catholi
city of Jaina attitude* The worship and reverence are giv�a
to aH human souls worthy of it, in "ndiatever country or clima
they may be* (2) The worship is impersonal* It is tha
aggregate of the ^alities that is wcrshipped rather than
any particular individual* (3) Th� arhat, the livi?^ em
bodiment of tha highest goal of Jalnis, is namad befor� the
free soul vho has left th� world and carmot ^� approached by
humanity, ^ich req^uiras truth before it can see* C^) The
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Jalne incantation km or Cm is composed of five sounds s
a> a, a, n, and m, \diich stand respectively for yjb^^ts
Slliw; SStemf MPffiifeym? �the silent, or the
sadhu*
IV, 1!he last basic principle of Jainism is thisi
Han himself, and he alone, is responsible for all that is
good or bad in his life.
Jaifia ^ii� object of ritual is tha ideal,
the goal, naaely truth, perfection, the parfect soul* Om
or two points may be noted in the ritual of Jalnlsm, Know
ledge may be derived by amsidering four aspects of the
thing knownf First, Ham Cname)i the naa� of Mahavlra is
to be uttered and meditated ttpon* the second method, sifea-
pana (status) is tiia Installation of tha adored one in a
material representations photograph, picture, image, model,
statue, etc* !l?he third view-point is dravya (substance) th�
thing or person which is to beam� in th� future* Sms Tir-
thaitoras can be i#orshiped in Jainli* "Bxe- fowth way la
bhava, hereby tha thing or person in its actual nature it
meant, 9#g� Lord Mahavlra to his eontaaporarles . It must
b� noticed that, as the faith is the first, ritual is the
last part of religion in its widest sense* Faith bringi tm
to truth? philosophy makes us grasp it| �thics makes us
practice it| aad ritual makes us on� with it*
9h
tog after knowledge, Pereeption, Happiness, and Power, is a
charaeteopistie feature of htman natw�� But according to
Jainisa, it is not an original characteristic of th� s<?ul,
because the human soul * . and ev@ry .soul lAiatsoeva?, is,
by its very disposition, oaaisciant, gifted with perfect
parcaption, happiness, arsd ualisalted powr*�^^
These four qualities, howavar, cannot manifest iaiam-
selves, because iiimy are covered by matter, interlaced and
asalgaaated with th� soul since eternal times 5 Just as th�
light of a lamp camot .apraad, if the Imp la covered by
opaque objects � The matter interlaced w5:th the soul Is
called Karaa* It is h$d Kmm& Cdeeda) or Papa (sins), It
has been heap^ up by evil karaa, aad as such, producea
pain-* It is good kamm, or Funya, if produced by good
aetivl^, aiid produc�s happinesa*
Practieal Ethics s Punya can be acqtdred by
charity, and acts of ehari,1^*�.vis� 5 th� giving of eatables,
of drink, of shelter, of bedding and of clothes to a **patra^?
i*e� a worl^y receiver, who is �ith�r an ascetic or any de-
sarving and needy person* Bmmmi is the act of preventing-
fresh Karma ftm strewing into tha soul.
Am The flv� Samities ar� the perceptions for th�
Camrlotl^ Krauf�, M MSIM^Mim S� Mm
Ethica* Bhavnagar (la^lawar), 1929 �
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r�gtilati�n of the movement of the body In accordance with the
two principles, more particularly the principle of non-injuryj
(1) The Irya Samiti^ i�e* Hegulation of walking ,
(ii) The Bhasa Samlti, i*e� Regulation of speaking*
(ill) The Eshana Sasdtl, i*e. Regulation of begging.
(iv) The Adana-Mikshepa Saniti, i*e, Regiilation of
acti(ms of taking or using*
(v) The tJtsarga Samitl, i*e� Regulation of disposing
^hix^s*
B* The three Quptas are Regulations with reference
to controlling one's inner nature, i.e, they are dictated by
the principle of self-controls (1) Mind control, (ii) Re
gulation of speech, (ill) Regulation of bodily activity.
C* The twenty-�two hardships*
D* The twelve reflections.
E, fhe twelve Vratas.
Fb The thre� Gunarathaa*
G* The Shisha Vratas*
H. Exterior and Interior Austerities*
Mm ^pyahip mUA^m Sjjitoa* ^��pi� wrshipj
The Jaina are courteous in permitting outsiders to witness
the ritual of their t�spl�s ��rmoval of shoes. J. H� Far-
qpahar has foUy dascribed the worship in th� temples i her� it
may suffice to give a short suaaaary*
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Dlgaafeara worship t Th� offici�ht in a Mgaabara.
taotpx� wi&t himsalf b� a Jaina (thoagh this is not th�
mla mmg tha Svetambara), and ha m.11 never oat any
of tha offering made to th� idol. In th� cows� of th�
morning worship he washes tha idol (Fala puja) and dries
it, b�ing fflost eareful that no drop of imter falls to tha
ground, aarks it with three auspicious marks of yellow
powe�r (Gandana mija) and offers ric� (Akaata puja) and
dried (not fresh) fruit (laivedya puja)| In th� avanii%
the worship consists of Arti puja, when a five fold lamp
is solftanly wavod from left to right for a faw minutes
in front of tha idol,
Svetmbara wcrahipt The strange part of Svataiabara
worship la t^t, if no Jaina be present, it caa be per
formed by a non-Jaina-Brahmia, gardeners or faraiers*
However, if a devout Jaina be present, h� will, after
bathing and changing hia clothes, perform th� religious
rltaa*-^-^
The of-ferings are given aacrlflcas �flowers, fruita,
eooonuts, garlands, oil* Tha i^�^aining acts of worship can
ba aciapleted by wem^, HiUpa puja, the waving: of a stick of
incense before the shrinaf Mpa pijaf the waving of a lmp|
ikaata puja* th� offaring of rice| naiv�dya puja, tha giving
of sweatzaeatsf and Phala puja, tha offering of fruit*
It is Interesting to note the way aach dlffarfent
wor^par arrangas the rica in Urn- Akaata puja; it isusually
placed thuas
(c)
(b)
(a)
The Svastika (a) ia int�nd.ed to represaat tha
Gati or state in ytiifsh a Jlva may be born as either a d@nis�
of hell or of haavim* a man or a beast* Tha three little
heaps (b) symbolize the Three Jewels of right knowledge, right
faith, ana right conduct, which enable a man to reach Moksa
repres^ted by the sign (c)*
The nmxt cheapest servlc� to thia, the Fancakalyana
puja, coats th� worshiper about five and a quarter rupees*
C. R. Jana, Mtetf toao, 193^�
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This figure has a superstitious belief, whloh equivalent to
about ia*a5� singing of the idol's praises by the
worshiper, while walking into the temple inakes the sign we
noticed before on a board and sings the idol's praises out of
a hymn book*
Ppj^va,t>f IpalllEi Private devotions include the followir^
striking poin^i Stanakvasi being non-idlo idolatrous 5 Svet-
use Sanskrit and Magsdhyj Digambara 5 use Sanskrit in devotion,
Saakhyas rapatitlon in Magadhi* Cauvisanttho�.the wor
shipper than praises the twenty-four Tirthankara of the pre
sent age in l^adhi verse, fandana �is a salutation and
prayer for forgiveness to the guru* Scripture reading requir
ed.
Jaina %ol,y davat Pajjusanat The ordinary routine of
daily worship of course alters on the great days of Fasts or
Festivalsf S^vataaris The closing day of the Jaina year and
of Pajjtiaana Sanivatsri > is the most sol�m fast of all, Bvary
Jaina fasts throughout the day from food and water, and the
Apasra are crowded with men and women making their confessions*
Sdvalit Curiously enoii^h Divali, the next great holy day of
the Jaina, is really a Hindu festival in honour of Laxmi. the
goddess oi wealth* It is ballevad that Mahavlra passed to
Moksa on this day hence ?Since the light of intelligence is
gone, let us make an illumination of material matter*
*
(p* 261, Stevenson) � FullHSoon fasts? This festival has too
some Hindu influence. People make pilgrimages on this day,
Jnana panchmii All Jaina sacred books are not only worshiped
but also dusted, freed froa insects and rearranged* Mauna-
gyarasai Once a year keep a solemn fast* Saint-wheel worship i
^e worship of the Siddha Cakra. (Five great ones Safldhu,
tJrjadhyaya, Acharya, Arihanta, Siddha� ) , Austority the key-word
of thm whole Jaina system* Days of abstinences Fasting is
considered so important by the Jaina, that the more devout
observe twelve days in every month* Consecration of an idol?
great pomp, expense and ceremony* The Bathing of Gomatesvaras
every 25 yetrs pouring cups of curd and melted butter over the
idol i� put up to auction* Oil, or Asibelat is tha fast par'
excallanaa of Jaina women*
Besides thin it is important to note that the Jainas s like
ai^r other Hindu sect, ar� superstltious, having their belief
and faith in evil spirits, evil eye, ancestor worship, plagues,
mnOLl'^poXf bageting cMldren, etc*
CimFTEE IX
THE JAIM CtJLTDHB
culttire of Jalmsi ^Ich ma,y also mlled
Ayyim or Afeinsa ealto�, is bast �spr�ss�d in th� $rmt
mmim of the Jaina doctrines *Chiasm Far^ao I3liarmah% which
means that non- injury to Hiring beii^s th� highest relig-
icai* Th� Hindus whto have inherited many @l��nts of the
sasae culture frm U10 coifflion Aryan ancestors* J,ainissi has
acccsapXlgfead a sort of r^om&d etilture of Hinduisiu* Aa it
has bean shown alreadyi Jainli^ is off-ahoot of Buddhimi aa
a revolt against Brahsanism, Hind?ii� and Mddhism* Aaong
the manifold smtkS^ creeds, and coJiMuaiti@s of HiMulsa of
India ^ the Jaina sect, though aimH in iwber, shines out
in the mttar of culture* The pei^lt are culturad and edu
cate* Sieir houseSf surrotmdinga, clothes, and, cleanliness
in g^aral d�and oae*s attention aaad praise* The eultoa
of Jainas could be discussed under th� folXosiing sub
heads s
1* ^@ Vamashraiaa .rule
II. The Marriage
m* The Civic life or th� hoiia� holder's stage
m ^rld Flight
T* toyasa
TI* �i@ ^astlon of Practibility
TII* Frop^ty and Law
?III* Bthias,
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Use y&m^8tosM Mit* '^he stability of a cultwaj
or eivilissation, depends upon the care bestowed upon its
preservation frm destructioni froia causes botb axtemal and
int^pnal* The Jaina culttire was grounded upon the principle
of Peace,
It found the one formula which secured both peace at
horn and peace abroad, in ahlmsa* It taught* �If you
want to live paaaafully and to devote your Ufa to tha
highest attaiments of mmi, then practice ahfeisa* love
your neighbor as lauch as you love yourself.
The Jain doctrines are saamed mp in tha Mascia *Ahlmsa
Parao Sharao* which means that ncia^injury to living beings
is the highest religion* In t^e present eadating t*tinsit*)
situation of the world on� ia confused to stop and think
about the waning and significance of the principle of AfelMsa*
ISioagh it seffiss less practical principle, yet the ahlasa cul
ture has chained iJieny a hearts of the Jain cotgsmnity* It is
very sm?prising that th� followers being originally Kshatrias
(warriors) become convertad to this extreme thought and ideal
of Ahiasa* Truly, with the Jaina, Ahlmsa is tkm birth rite.
In the last it is taught that �ne�s own death is to be wel-
ceased at all tiaes rather than the murdering of another* Bow
interasting and startling it is to see th� average Jain aonk
taking special car� and precaution by keeping a plea� of cloth
on tha mouth, in order not to kill any insects* Ih� detailed
^ 0* E* Jain* Mm M^m.f 3ai� Jalna Farlshad
Ptibllahing House, Bijnore, 19P7P* para* 3�
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study will be presented about this subject in another
chapter*
In the Jaina ciature there are four ideas, namely s
1* Mharma (piety) j 2* Artha (acquisition) j 3* Karma (plea-
sura)} and ^* Moksa (salvation)* The system termed Vamash*
raaa dharraa was introduced to secure these two-fold results*
ISie word vama signifies class, and ashrama sl^alfies stage
or period* Humanity was to be classed ur^er four heads, as
follows: (1) Brahmins �represent learning (representing'
&siences snd arts)* (2) Kshatryas �repres�it the military
and rulership* (3) Sudras �repres<mt trades and profaasions
and M "^aisyas �represent labour*
This classification ia tetay^ aa ?*cast�*� system of
Hindui^ as created and blaaaad by Ood* It as a stKasig
religious laeanlng, aM much could be stated on this mst
subject of caste* In order to b� brief th� ashramaa (castes)
or foixr stages are for the protection of th� Indivldtial*
Marriage* Jaina culture recoraends marriage for th�
average mm and woman* Marriage is absolutely �ssential for
the well being of society and civil life* Th� unit of soci
ety is, not the individual, but the family* Thia coisaunity
has laueh in coaaion in the i^iola question of aarriage with
Hindus. Strictly speaking th� Jalnaa are called Kiadus, md
yat they ar� distinctly separate as a coiamunity of Jaina sect*
Th� marriage quaation of the Hindus is very vital and inter*
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estlng to 1^� curious ^�st�rn mind, Th� writer has written
a thesis tat his B.D, degr�� on *�0ri�ntalisms in th� Bihl�*'
or to b� more specific *'Ori<rtal. custCMs of aarrlag� and
fpneral cQreractiy in relation to th� Bible," In this work he
describes the Hindu marriage culture at length. On account
of want of space smch could not be attcKsptM here except
the few striking points*
Jaina culture do@s not allow child marriag�* It
encourf�ges education both of the boys and girls* The young
ones are married at the proper matured age, i.e* fourte^
and aightem years for girl aiad boy raspactlvelja Kiough it
is gtm a sort of suggested Marriage as th� Ifestem man
would ihiMJk of 3 there is a ceremony of betrothal
(engag^ent) before the marriage cerempny* There is a cus*
tm of gifts, a dowiT, wedding cermony, (religious ritual),
aarriag� proeeaalon, laarriag� supper (feaat) iiarrlage
songs, et*c� fha ./ains believe In mmmgmy^ divorce, 1�
totally aiacouraged, except on �margwy aad serious cases.
The status of woaen ia low in Hl^iaaa. She is considered
and thought of as a subordinate and inferior to mmu Thus
her place and rites iji th� society are to some extent ig
nored and daprivad of* But Jsini-sa being retomed md
eduaated caamimity the statua. of wosjsa is such better and
higher than that of other seats of Hinduim* Sier� ia a
high percentage of educated girls and women* Hence tha
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result Is that the girls ar� iateXlectual, social, aM
attempting to take their part in Ji� field of social, cul
tural and religious life. Since the whole comunity is soaie-
what middle class aiid some are very rich, as they ar� mainly
tradesmen aad service holders, th� zaarriag� question is
equally influenced and heightened by their goxiera.! status
in life,
Biere are seas� points to mtm ISbt� wcsan, not aan,
is th� foui^aMon of family life though she lias got to pay
heavily for the privileg� in this regard* The price sh�
has to pay is unbleaished chastity, nothing less* tn viola
tion of the marriage 9 if th� husband ia guilty there is 2301
such blaae upon him, but lu the case of the iif�*s fault
guilt tile blame and piunistemt is severe* Bat it could be
stated that chastity of th� wmmi in India of practically
all castes and religions is- and has always been the pride of
�mmm^ Ulie asaploysaent of jaarriad mmen in, offices is, in
general, to be discouraged � But lately, the n�w awakening
aaaong th� wcmasa, has aroused interest to d�a,and @qual prlvi-
legs both in t^ matter of paWSc servicss and th� right to
l^cm� m�abera of pfUbXic service ^amissions aj^ Gov�i?ment*
For �feh� s^timMjtal, aoral, and religious ideal marrlas�
thay believe In the strict rule of mmDgmf% Ther� is no
such iSaXm as divorce* As for the qxiallfIcatlon of the
partner in marriage, it is laecessary to 21� t� that there are
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three kiiiiia of Iw^ty, '3?h� three types of beauty witli rafar*
�lae to girls ara as follows? (i) appearance (physical
loveliness), (11) Intellectual beauty (aceoapllshaiant), and
(ill) moral charm.
There are scsae set rules as follows !� Sher� is no
restriction of class (vama) in marriage, generally sjgy body
may marry ai^oi^ else, but it is not true in practice. There
'IK
is always a caste (class) fcelli^ formed of rich and poor and
of mmy such forias* 2, iSie najct po,lnt is about the suitabi*
lity of the �^?riat� pai'tner, tha ahlmsa eultur� lays great
stress on marrying oi^^s co�*religionist� 3� Another rule
^Ich the ahimsa eultur� reccs�ends is th� avoidance of l^e
gotra, which a�ana a marriage with the sister, and in most
cases, with th� cousin, not favoured* In closii^ tai� dis**
cusslon of ctiltura of marriage a word regarding the ritual
is necesaary to be said* Iher� is a set order, just as mxy
other Hindu religion or sact> would have, which cmsists of
songs and all kiads of aigna and pleasant decoration, etc,
IMs ocaaaion is a happy one, hence all such itemi which
sihould bring Joy and pleasant feeling and blessisagj particu*-
larly to the bride and the bridegroom* *Think of th� Divi
nity of the Soul*, and that is all th� ritual that is
necesaary for anything ^totsoever* Th� marriage cweaony
c<msists in tha worship of the Ideal of Perfection end Bliss,
followed by circt�bulatlon of th� Sacrad fira, seven times,
on the completion of which the ceremony 1$ deemed to be
complete, The aplrltuid ajeanlng is worth ateting, when the
wwddlng couple go round the sacred fire. In clrcumtebulatlon,
tOicy are refulred to Impresa it on thair mteds that no plea**
sure seeking I but aalvatioai through renunciation, is the
ideal of life,
The officiating priaat is ^emM to address thm aa
follo\fi! on the subject j
My children^ I raioica and am also sad of heart on this
great occasion in your litres, X rajoic� because you ara
happy, and will be happy in each other*� cmpanyn but I
am grieved, because, instead of directing on tha path of
renunciationi whiah leMs to Salvation of tim Soulf X m
helping and pitmging you In to midst of th� a?aging sea
of the world {mmm.m lifa)| ifeich is full of t^ibla
monsters and aliarka-* In the ahapa of the t�ptations and
saduc^aents of married love,, th� thrilla of tha flaah|
the intoxicating rmance of f�alliy lif� and parenthood,
and last but not least* t&e pride of pows^ and th� attain-*
sent to name and faae#�
llh^� is practice of a@libai$y� o^ust as we find in the
Soman Cat^iolic chuapch, thay have the 03pdar of nuns and fathers
(priests), i^o carry striet vows of ^lilmey* According to
Jaiaa culture marri^e is recoMiiidad to the average man and
woman, but for the people of higher spiritual attaiment
celibacy is ra^uirad* For it is aaid, "Bleaaad ar� th� etmchs
tfeo hav� mad� thaaaelves so for tha. Idingdoa of Heaven,�^ ^
course, tha striat order of mms and priests is much hi|^-�r
and superior and ehallanging.
2 Jala, c, R,, ^^^^ Mlastf tmzmf 193^, p# 21, para,l,
^ IM&*9 P' 3L5i para, 1,
fhe Jaim aoaiaty has tha pXaaa for the following
things, nhieh are cOTmon among the Hinclttai Broker i iiJho
helps in arrie^ing a aarriagaf dowry, which ia tismally given
by th� brid��room*s party to tha teida, ^a cus'tom of wad*�
ding procesaio^, aarriaga suppflTf marriage scsigs, carriage
ceremony, etc<, In closing, the marriage cer^ony is blesaad
by the priestly benediction and blaiaings and good wishes of
both frieads and relatives present on tha good occasion,
while thay show that by preamtation of flowers Cgarlanda),
tasrln, coconuts, joggary, sw�afts, sugar, dates ^and a shower
of rice grains and incanse� All this to the naaning and
effeet that the holy laarrlaf� cer^imy has joined and
declared as legal husband and wlf�, and no one can separate
them this aide of death*
Ciy^c MM 91 Jte im^m^Um^^ itMt> second
ashr�m (stage of Ufa), as already stated camaeaces with
marriage � All gedult ms&h&tB of the society hav� to observe
certain re<|uir�d and helpful rules. In order to sake oneself
an eHgibl� and fit member of the society of good people, ha
must begin by giving up tise seven vii� habits, namely i
(i) amting inching ahooting (fi^iUag, etc*), (11)
I^g, (ill) Froatitution, ma adultery with anotl:.i@r man* a
wife, (iv) stealing, (v) drinking intoadLcatin^ thinga, (vi)
%mhXiM and (vii) eating flaah# Having observed on� has won
the victory over evil hahits, Ifow for further perfection one
must adopt five further vows which characterize noble (Aryan)
conduct* these aret (1) Ahlmsa (hurt no one needlessly)
(i#e, without a proper justification, ) (2) Truthfulness,
(3) rion-stealing , (k) Contentment with one's wife (or hus-
hsisA) and (5) Restraint in the us� of the goods of the world*
Thus in brief, just as any advanced sect or coeiamnity
of Hinduism, Jalnlsm demands perfection in civic hose life.
All those factors which mafee a has� ideal are strongly rec-
ORsaended, though all may not sound lik� Christian haae ideals*
Th� householder laust note and carry out many restrictions
and don�ts in his life as re�|uir�d. He should hav� an
honourable and legitimate business or calling* He should
not take to profession that is degrading and revolting*
Trades that deal in deed animal's skin, or bones, or their
flesh, ar� not to be engaged In by Mm*
The householder should take part in all kinds of
Social and political activities, so that he can b� a con
tributor to the coBmranity for its growth and progress. It
may be pointed out that th� wife's position under the Jaim
eultur� ia th� highest in India, Sh� is not inferior nor
subordinate to the husband in any sens�. She is an equal
partner in the matter of domestic life, and entitled to be
heard on all occasions concerning the family rites and wel*
fare. Her proper place is home, of i^ich she is quem.
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Htaa life is best aaE�g@d both th� imtbaisd aaaa
urifo ara ondoved vitb a iiall balanced mind, and idth aouraga
to face the realitlas of life. Th� hma life should be^ sueh
that lautnal eonsent, perfect love, and haraony and eheer-
fnlnass prevail. Hia writer has lived all these years in
tha sddat of tha Jainas in Bombay and in the BcMbay State
(Western India) and can testify to th� fact that soa� of the
ideals already meatlcmad ar� achieved by^ tham and are so
nmch fsv^urable on account of t^eir education, culture and
status in life. It wiH be proper- to ai^ that the Jaliiaa
can help tha imsses of India in the. m tter of bott^ hasiei
and demastic life and thus as a rafult a batter and new re
formed country* It is very true, that th� present India
has been helped | by ^Is aommiity as well as W other lead*''
ini^ onoa�
EMsM* iMrd ashrama (housafesld state) is
generally reached towards th� end of the active worldly life,
i^en he almost retires fre� the Imay life* Those who are abla
to aacape frm its taoiptatlons and snares early in life are
heroes, in the tru� and spiritual sense of the term* fhey
deserve the spirit of remmeiation* Bat for th� ordlnaty
man and woisaaf tha rule of th� ahlmsa is useful.
1!h� hotiaahold Im the ?anpraatha (third) stag� is on
th� verge of Sainthood* la d^as mt take interest in worldly
balongingfl. fo hia aioney, ecEcassive food asad clothing and
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other aecesslties of life are not attractive. He has no
taste for such things* He can ba described as running away
man froa the imrld to a quiet plac�| according to the custoa
of meditation, prayer and quietness Saints prefer mountaiaa,
river bai^ and far away ;Jttngle3, where they can see the
great works of God la nature* Having realised th� great
fact about the greatness of Qod one can q^uiet himself in
utt�r subeaissioa to look to Mm for help and blessings, and
thus dopend upon Hi2a# It Is the flm belief that Son can
throw reflezlon only In a lake where the water is still, and
not in flowing and disturbed water. His mind and Inner eye
can concentrate better and distinctly on higher, richer and
spiritual things of life.
In the process of world flight, he is governed by
Spiritual nature md meditation. For food he depends upon
others, aad is not called beggar at all, though his cooked
food is actually received at someone *s door* He will not
take part in worldly affairs, and not hav� a say or give
advice on politics or any other worldly matters. This is
the period of study aad renunciation, till he is prepared for
the last stage, and eater sannyasa (sainthood).
fhe Sannvas, y&mn he has left the world of hardships
and renunciatloa, he is almost ready to eater sanayasa (Saint
hood or aseeticiam) , He is now dead to the world, but ia-
teasely and richly alive within himself. He puts on loia-
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strip I aad applies aatoas on body* His wtola- tim� is now
devoted to th� attainsi^t of th� Ideal of Perfection and
Godhood} and he applies hiaaelf iiftiole--heartedly9 and with a
single mind of parpoaa* In his life madltationi cont^pia*-'
tion, fasting, smd penance ar� his coastMit coiagpanionsi he
cares not if he gat good or i^t. ma- 0alnt is th� true
iN^ldl^, and as such with daterfflined one pm^j^om to seek
Peace of raind, alss tremendously idMi utter sincerity and
mmXtmmtm C, Jain states thuai
th� Saint is not Peiflads he has becoae li^ortal and
Cfenlscieist, aad envoys tmhatiag, tmanding, uniaterrup-
tahle Jay and Itafiait� power* m is the Light unto aim-
self ai^ Beacon of QmMmm for others* He does ao
other kind of good to anyoa� ia the world now; but h�
constitutes la hisiself a Mviag Sjcaapl� timt shall take
millions aad aillioas of sorrowful steiekan soaXa into
tha Heaven of Best and Peace aad Joy**^
India has mmy saanyaaia, ia Bratoaai.sm, Hinduism ,
^jddhisa, and Jaiaisa* To the leatas?a aiad it is aa OTiiing
sight to see auzaber of thasa w�tlkiag ia a on ihe speaial
Hada festival daya aad on other dayis too. The writer
parsoaally, aloag with aaay reforraers and thiakera, doaa not
approve this order, because what good they caa do to the
aaady aad imifferiag humanity* It is graatad that t^ey are
richly blessed aad hav� -altaiaed light, but iihat is the ust,
whea '^a^r aaa help others? Hiey could ba rightly caapar^
with tha Uead Sea* The gs^aaer, ia order to pluck a baauti-
ful rose, puts hia haM into the rose plant iiMle thoraa
**' C* R� Jala, Je^a Cul^ra, 'Ih� Jaiaa Farishaw, Pub
lishing House, Bijaoar� , 193%,' p. *ti , para,
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pri^ and hvxt hlia, but the result is that he gets an
attractive floiwa?, which gives pleasant sweet fragrance.
Stoilarly in one�s life (samyasi) he tm give fragrance of
his lif� and good works tc otiiers, even though he has to
undergo pains and sufferings. Xh� real taste for one to
live among the paopla and co^ out bs success in spiritual
gains and attalnaent. Yes, this Idea ia encouraged ^In
Mla, as the ascetics and s�spymals are a problte to tha
people in the matter of food and work* fhey ar� religious
beggars and a burden to the cotmti^* 'Ihey should be up and
oaa to help the growth and advance of th� ccnammity both
socially and spiritually*
mP�W,m si: ^m^^PWP^^^ '^^ ^ama religious
ra<|ui2?�iment stresses falldtj in Jaina doetrines and culture
aad so live accordingly ia ma*s life* Just as th� Chris--
tiaa taachiag centers arouse th� great principle of 'Love�i
so the central foadameatal teaching of Jaiaisa Is '*Ahia*
sa� , yaich raaaas r@.ap�ct for lif�# la order to carry out
tha r�<|uir�2i�at of Jihisisa doctrine, there ar� set rules
regarding food. (1) fl^, eggs, auttoa, beef, etc. should
be avoided. (2) Bvm green vegetables are not to be eaten
as it has life* Bmm thay �at dried vegetables. 0)
are purely vegetarians. Otijer general roles of liviag ara
njiaimuB liviag vmges, healthful, hours ai^ regard sanitary
coaditioas.
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3^t^e^� Morality Is mot&d- In IndlvMttal as well as
social wall-baing. Plonesty la rightly said to ba the best
policy, since a dishonest trader la ndt likely to retain his
customara very long, though he might help hi:ns If to a dls-
homst deal once or twice* All virtues are mphasisad in
cne*s life. If you are virtuous , everybody respects you,
and you are loved by all.
In ev^?y ho?ae th� householder smst pull out the seed
of vice froi the root by diligent effort and labour. He
^loald spend a good deal of time in soul-culture, ^if-ilch means
that he should try to act as God* This po-riod is usually
termed as a p^iod of quiatnasa and meditation. Inner tran**
^uillty (peace of miM} is therafor�, the sain factor in
Bl^cs-. la oa�''s life desire plays aa iaportant part# la
life worry is caused by the iat�asity of uagratifled desire.
The aM ia J^dUxa ethics is to giv� tip desire altogether. It
must now be shotm how di^iralasiaess will put sa ^ to all
forms of passions aad �sotloaa.
Desir� fixes itself? oa to th� four kiads of bodily
appetites, wtiich are represented by th� four primary ia�"
stlacta, amelyi (1) The iastiaeta of hung^, (2) tha
iastiacts of lov� (sex), ($) fee iastlacts of fear, aad
{h} th� instincts of posseaaioa or acquisitiveness.
th� auffariaga of thia presait time ar�
not worthy to be cmpared with th� glory which shall
be recalled ia th� aoul. Tha J&tea culture builds up
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lojjgest ^dtaring Isiapires in the world, the i^teraal
Kingship in �the n,�3ct�| it carries happiness and Joy
to all who will only let it admiriister to their needs.-*
Fropeyty sgi JsfiK* ^Mmsa does n^t favour the nsnrpa*
tion of private property. I&at one has earned or inherited
is hiw own, Under the Jaina law not only men but women have
always had their property rights. This law had a wonderful
effect upon laae caaaunlty as it protects the rights of both
husband and wife.
According to Jaina law, to avoid disputes and quar
rels, th� making of wills is recoosiended, The Jainas have
great regard for th� women, who fall into two catagoriea,
daught^s or wives. Bach ela^a or category is wall protect
ed as regards to ^� question of their right on property
both movable and unmovabl� ones.
Sp^toag about th� law, a special provision was made
for the punishciQiit of offmaesf and fine, confiscation of
property, and even capital punishii^Qt were inflicted on
offenders. Ihe king repr^ented Justice and supervised ad-
sinistra tion# Patty mattara, �specially of civil nature,
were usually dlaposed of by local council of elderis (teraed
Fanchaa) In towna and village ccmmlties.
I f C. H. Jjte^ MM mmMi ^� Farishad Pub-
lishing House, Bijinore, 193^, p.
JAIN ROUS OF COmCT
In many respects Jain rales of conduct ar� very sia-
i3Lar to those followed by other Hindus, and particularly tha
Brahmins, The Jains recognize the sani� rules and observances
with regard to defilement and purity* they perfoiia the sme
ablutions and recite the same prescribed (aatrams) text-
utt�rane�s. Most of their cereasonles relating to marriage,
funerals, etc., are the sa^ae. In fact, aH the rules of
social customs and �tJLquatte and the general customs in us�
ia ordinary dally life form part of their �ducation.
IJh� Jains differ tvcm their contaiaporaries ia several
particulars, of which the foUowiag few are th� most strlk*
lag and remarkable:
tiadar m circtBsataaoes do they take any solid food
betwecsi auaaet aad aunrise. Tkiey always take their meala
while the sua is above th� horizoa.
Thay have ao "titis" or anniversaries ia honour of
the dead. As sooa as oae of them is dead aad his funeral
is over, they put him out of their memories aad speak of
him no more*
They never put ashes on their foreheads, as do most
Hindus I thay are satisfied with making with saadalwood-pasto
th� littl� marks oa their forehead, aeck, stomach, aad both
shoulders ia the torn of a cross* These sigas (tic marks)
are ia hoaour of their five priacipal Tirthaakars.
The Jaiaa are stricter than the Bratoaias ia regard to
thair food a Not oaly do they abstain froa all aaimal food,
aad from vegetables the stalks or roots of which grow ia a
bulbous shape, such as oaioas, isuahroma, etc., but they also
refrala froa eatlag many of the fruits which tiie Brahsaias al*
low oa their tables, such as the katri-kal, or briajal, (egg*
plant) called beriagela ia IPorteguese, the pudalan^kai, etc.
Their motive is the fear of taking the life of some of th�
insects which ar� generally to be fouad ia these vegetables
aad fruits. The priacipal, aad indeed &Xmos% th� oaly,
articles of food used by the Jaias ar� rice, milk, thiags
made with milk, aad peas of various kiads. Of course the
beef, amttoa, fiah, eggs are out of questioa as they are
supposed to be called strict vegetarlaas Just alike th� Budd
hists, Brateiaa, aad other ortiiodox kaowa sects. Thay par
ticularly dislik� aaofoetida (this resinous gta, th� smell
of which appears to us so aboaiaable) to which Brahmias are
so partial, aad hoaay is absolutely forbidden.
Whilst they ar� eatlag their food some person sits
beside them aad rings a ball, or strikes a goag. The object
of thia is to prevent the possibility of their hearing the
impure coaversatioa of their neighbours, or of the passers-
by ia the street. Both they aad their food would be defiled
if any Inpure words reached their ears while they were �atiag.
tJsu&3Jly' this act of religious cerwciiy, like prayer of hless-
lags before food mong Christians, is performed by either a
priest or in his absence by some elderly layaan and yet re
ligious ai^ devout in faith. It ia tnily interesting to
watch, as it has a great moaning and deep sense of signlfi**
cance tc them. How do they eat?
llieir fear of destroying life is carried to auch a
l^th that the woaen, before smearing the floor -with cow-
dung, are in the habit of sweeping It very gently first, go
as to reciove, without hurting ihea, any Insects tliat may b�
there. If ^eAneglected this precaution they would run the
risk of cru^ng on� of these little creatures whilst rub
bing th� floor, which would be the source of the keenest sor*-
row and regret to thesa*
Mother of their custaas, and one ^ich, though fc^
a very different uiotiv�, might be advantageously introduced
into to^pa, is to wipe most carefully anything that is to be
used for food, so as t� exdud� tendeaply aa possibl� any of
the tiny living creatures which might be found in or on it,
'BiB mouth of the .vessel In which water for household
purposes Is dranoi is always covered with a place of linen .|
through i&ich th� water filters , 3?his prevents th� animal
aula�, %fcich float or swim on the surface of th� well, fvm
getting into the vessel and being afterward� swallowed, Ubm
a Jain traveller wishes to quench .his thirst at a taxikf he
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thus dripJcs by suction* Ifhts cleanly custom is hlglily to
be reccBEseaded everywhere a,part from the superstition which
prompts th� Jain to practise it�
tm LOT STOHY OF A SMXM (CHOBCH MSfBffi)
gft^y^ap^i Tkm impfwtmmm of being b�n a man is aarly
ampbaaiaad in Jainism; for tba mcmant a oliiia is born, if it
ba a boy, a brass tray is beatan by tha prooi father or otha^
raiatiTas In order to announce tha happy evmt� islhather t^a
child be a boy or a girl, t^ie ^Jact moa^t of its birth is
noted, that the astrologer may later on 'be able to drasr its
horoscope, on i^ch its future marriage vlll d#pei3^�
The baj^ is then bathed in mtm? and its little siouth
is washed wit^ cloth or wool Mp^d In a mixti^e of sugar
cane water and nelted biitter*
If the child be tha first bom son of the hcusehold,
the parents send presents of su^ things as sugar, swaata,
aad fruits to Pleads, bfut of course no such axtravagaaee is
indulged ia if it ba a girl*
p,ft^ tot* ahUd is five days old, ita
friends bind white threads round its> aaak, its hands �M its
feat for good lu^, aad aaad presets of eoc�k.ed aweetiseats to
their frl^ids bM neighbors,
Sixt^ dayi The Jaiaa baliev� that a boy*s whole fu
ture ia daeid^ tha alght that he is six days olds
night !4other ChattM is worshipped.
fjg^l^ dap Oa tha aiam day after th� child's birth
th� mother ia bathed. After the bathiag sh� stmdB so as to
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tm& the mm &M shakes froa h^ finger a dtro|) of kaito
(tmeria)*
|?ata^. SIMMZ* child is twelve days old|
it is nsjaad with maah earanscaay* As a rale Father* s sister
(an amt) has ths prlvilag� to select the xmm* 'fhere is
qiiita an ^ense involved in aarrying out this ceremony.
|lf^ent]bt �^t Fifteen days after the child *s birth,
th� laothar goes to the river to fill the watar*�i^'ta for the
house, There is apeaial eereacmy showing that ^e can do
some of the household work.
j^flr^-cuttingt Tha next thlag of great importance is
tti� euttii^ of the child's hair* 1Mb is don� when he or
she has attaij^ either the third, fifth, seventh, aint^fe
mmth ot its first year.
Feed^^ iaiSSISSE* ^ auspicious day during tha
early months the feeding cerw^ (Abotana) takes place, at
which tha father's slater again preside�} but this tiisa aha
racaivea a pafesent, instead of giving a preset. The aunt
takes the tmby m bar lap and plaaaa some dts^paka on a
silver coin <3mp�e), and seven times over takes soma of thia
aad places it ia ^a child* a mouth, nfeareupoa the father
makes her a present.
^t|*|�!fcB^aBftmi This emtmony takes plac� whim tha
child ia threa (or soaetiisefi five) laoatfos oldf the aunt la
oace more th� galaer.
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Bftt^t^hali Th� whol� thought of th� household e�zi�
tars arouhd majerlag� and motharhood* th� ag� of betrothal
(aaial) is eonsid�r�d to b� a signifleant �vant* It has
mxiy phases and different customs depaading upon places and
customs* Formerly tiiey used to hav� a child marriage j but
now the age is eig^iteen and sixteeai for a boy and girl re
spectively.
JTgyaanai First Wxb boy's father invites the little
fiancee and some other chHdr^ to a feast and gives h^
three- silken gawi^ts., and afterwards the girl's father la*
vite-s the boy aad some children. The sa^� change ia ^e is
fouad here.
Iia^ai^ aatrat ^ t^iia tim� tha parties ar� beglaalag
fe? thiak of the actual wadding. Heace t^ie usual iavl^tioaa
aad prelSaiaaries as shards to decoratioa$ baad, raarrlag�
feast, shower party, etc.
Maadat?kriyiB^i About two or ttiree days befor� Iti�
actual wadding cereisoay a maadapa (a booth) is erected., ^aa
appropriate soags are mmg aad dates aad sugar ar� divided
asoagst those liio are present �a this Mppy occasioa*
Ujmi&sp.^ SSSSMe* ^� ^� popular of the Hia-
da gods is teieaha, Mj� reaov�r of aH hiairaacas md dlffl*
cultieSf aM at wedding time he ia \�)rshiped, not oaly by
tha idol*worahtpptag, but �van by tha noa-ido3Uitrous sects
a^oag t&a Jaim*
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13k,ara4^ iptayit @irls sing, m& go in n proeasslQa
at tha entrance of the village and dig a little hole in
nhiah they place small mim and grains, carefully eovering
thaw afterwards with earth, and tlien -ra-^Kitar tha house
while si2^1i^#
Pa^i About this tiaa also the girls of tfet family
go to l^a potter's yard and mm^ his wheel with red powder
and th3fow rice on it, The potter gives them saa� pots,
which they bring back to ^e booth <maMap�) and place near
the idol of daneslm*
'^p^l^ te:* Mrat the F�ily goddess is wor^Mped.
Both ^ bride aad brldegrom draaa# Frlest coaducta l^a
c^em<w, lAiile '^e frleada aad ralatlves wltaess th� ^mf
marriage cer^�^� Wlmm?n$ rice, coconuts, rich food,
dowry, p3:^a^ts, etc* are th� xmmX things to be sewi,
tag^b^la efegntaa�a,f !l!lie bride t^o is now slttiag b#-
hlM a ctsrtaia, spits bat#l-aat Maa at tha bridagrocw, mt
^�owlag c<mt�8^-t b^ affeetimt yiila hii aother-in-law maifea
hJa with ^ auspicious caMle Cs�ad tlk mark o� forehead),
1^ balls made of rice aad aahea over him, aad
also waves water ia a vesaal round his haad�
lll^m-daaaa m ^e eaatre of nm boot^ (jaaadmp) a
apaaial ^re has been lit, round ^i^h the boy aM girl walk
tmr times trcia li^t to right, to boy offering haadfuls of
sopari imt to any l^ky woa^ ha ateat It is %a act of
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giving til� told�. It is ctastaaary to lgwl�n th� ind# id.tia
ladns (sveot food), dates, 3?up��s, m&. th# komols of four
eo#oa~nuts�
1^ f^lj^t ^liflt Th0 whol� position of th� imf
daughtor-ia-law will d�p�id on her bearing ohildren, and th�
yoimg moth'^ is guarded in many ways from tiie supposed listflu-
ence of evU spirits before tm& after th� child's birMi�
BEte^lbai^^i Ijuring the fifth aoathj ta^t Imaband's
slater binds a Uttl� parael done up in blaak silk by a iiiiite
t^iread to ^e wrlat of th� @;speat�nt -mother* la the paroel
are a aowrla ahi^, a ring of iroa, a pieaa �^ bla^ silk,
so:ae earth frees to ^uaatl^ ^ three roada, some dust frm
Hamtraana'a image aavea pulse seeds. All thas� to -wish
auspiaious ti^, happiaaas aad welfare*
m im^MWmPm^ ^ important oeraaoi^
takes plaoe oa sc�� auspiaious day ia the aeveath month* !&e
bride's motiiar sands apa�dal clothes for th� occasioa, aad
the bridegroom's relatives aia� give prasaata, iacludiag
three potmda of rice* IMs cermoay has the maaaiag of all
beat wisliaa-, wad hai^iaesa*
Staa^- wa&MM* ^ Jaiaa mmm to ba dying, hia
relatives msmm a sioi^ or aua to preach to t�m patiaat* As
death appareaciias, th� ^%imt is urged to take Wxb vow of
giving up all attaaimant to worldly thiags*, Aa soon as tha
death has taken place, the body is moved frm tha bad aad
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plaesd oa floor wiiloia has b�-@n provlously oorerod mth
a praparatica of oow-dimg to maka it hallowad gromid* Of
eotirse laia corpsa ia laid oa a spread carpet* the tm� of
th� corps� is tuiraed to th� Iorth| aad a laap fllXad with
ghee is lighted beside him*
F^a^a,! ceragtoaie,sg Jaiaa dies all relatives
COS� aad veap snd mmm loi*dly* Wmn a mii dies leaves
a widoiTi her ivory baii^les ar� brok^, oae of thm being
tied to m� biar aad the other t^ea to th� river by sos�
13ie corpse is takea on a bed laade of baaboo sti^s,
covered with loia cloth.* F^mt cocoaatits, a ball of floaTi
sad fear ^aH flags are placed m tti�' biar, aad, a ccm^X�
ot colas are pat la tha ''dead sma'a nioiith, t#ieh will later
be givi^ to th� mmpmu as rent for the gr�md oa ^%iaich fea
corpse is buj^t*
th� Jaiaa carry the coi^aa to th� ba3?aiag ground , thay
call aloud *mm^ H^a** Wym tis� body is burnt tc aahes,
m&t ot tha relatives return home* The ashes are taken to
the river* Oa the s^ecoad day after ttia death th� near' rela
tives all go to thB Aimsaro and listen to saRsoas*
^s is the life story of Jaiaa begianiag froa the
birtai till his d^l^.
fHS sum -umkn am mb mjzwm um.
m$ twtlT� lay TOWS I "Sh� Jaiim do mt tow of any
dynaialc powars smh m -muM. giv� a maa atraagth to feaap lila
^cmlsm^ tmt thay ^Baly hallav� in th� helpfala�ss of
takisg vowa. 2h� Jaiaa mmt tak� vows bM. mmw thm^ b�--
lisviag ia a trti� tlrthastoa, a tTtia gamj aad a tm� ra-
ligioa*
Pmaha Aticiirai fi^th^ he camot tak� my ww tm*
lass ha has first r^jomcM five faalts CteMm)| ao qaaa*
ticmiag aboat tiie reality ^'IMlts of kama iritigQmm}^
m&mUikm act to praise hypocrite� Iparap^tosada parasawa)!
aad not to asaoeiate i^m iPmm pa^mada mntkmm}^
1!ie five pros^ses (Aaavratta).*. 1* Fraaatipta-viyt
aaaa vrat^i Proaialag nevar iati^tloaally to destroy a ^im
that has mm l^sm more s-mae^ 2* Mt^Bu^mM visiaaa vratas
^e secoad vow of the Jaina laymaax Is direet#d against false
hood or �smggeratioa* 3, Mat-tadana fimmm vrata* Steal
ing or taking what la mt givea is reaomced in ^ iMM
vow� %� Mid thaaa vira maaa vratat Th� vow of chastity 1^
Iowa, by whiah a aaa w^mlnm to be abaoXutely fai.Wtil to
hia mm wife at all tiai^s, aal aavar to allow aay evil
^'Oaghta ia his own mSM aboat godde$�#i* 5* Fari��graha
vira-^i^ vrata.1 aa Jitoi have realizad that the trao way
of iacreasiag oar liaal^ is by carbiag our deair�s�
12k
tm tmm mmk^mktAt �le first fiv� vows are toxiomd hy
�1^0� (toavrata, idaich halp tba kaaping of the first five
TOWS. 6. Disivrata parl-mmmi By thia vow there are
liaitatioiis of desires m& mcour-a^ed less travels ^ which
cause sine*
I fix limit of height and depth of circfiraference:. If
I have to pasa this Iwt, filing in my body* I vow aot
to iafelge aay of the five a^vara . , � (the rive atichra
are traaagraaaim of the liiait ahova . * aad proceed-^
in^ further i^aa a doubt arises as to liialta*^.
7, VpsLhbo^B. pari-*bhoga pariaiaaas ia iatended to help peo*
pie to Iceep their voire i^aiaat lyiag, covetousneaa,, aad steal-
iag, for it limits the auaber of thiaga a r,ian may uso^ 8,
Aaartha daada vratas i^e eighMi vow ia daalipiad to guard
agaia�t usmecessary avlla# It ruaai
X take the vow called aaartha Daada Timiaass wi-dch
haa four diviaioi^t not to do two evil laeditatioasf,
aot to be careless about keepiag or using weapoaa^ not
to paraaade people to do
fHB FOWL SIKSAVHAfAt
9* Sawtois Thia vow eaaouragea tha laymaa to wta:�ship aad
taaahea ragular time' aad height �t worship as stated aa fol*
lomis
X take the niath, Bteaylka. Tow tiihiah teaches me to
avoid all evil actions* I will sit ia, aeditatloa fc^
forty*eight laiaatatf aiaety aiat, or whataver period I
may have previously fixed upoa� Mhilo ia meditatioa X
1^11, aot mmdt aay aia la the apa^e of tha vhol^ wt>r,ld
1 Farquhar* Sit M$lU%m^ ^mSk MMf �ord
tJaivarsity Freaai p, 211 ^ para�
^ Ili^*f P' 21^-, para� 3^
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by laiijudj spmiih or body�3
10# B��aim kaalJoa vratat which reaasablos tm tii�-i: w havo
already diamiaaad, ia ti^n in th� follot#ing msrdai
� . . I will not $0 beyond tha limit flsc^ by se ih
miad or body � f , I will aot traaagrass aoa? oaaa� otijara
to traaagreaa it by siiad| spaeah| oT' body? aad 1 �llX aot
esjjoy aaeh, thiags ia miadf apeeea^ or body for one day
aad alght,^
11, PoaadM vratas Siis vow eaables the layiaaa to wet
the ra<itilr�iaat .as a religious moi&* 12# AtltM s�ri1^ga
vratas 2he parpose of this vo� la to eaaoarag^ the laity to
astpport the aacetic aoamaaity* It rang t^asi
I take the ti?elfth vow* by ^^ioh X proitlse to give .
to llirgrantha any of the fourteea thiags which they oaa
aocept without mm&f mmXyt food^ driak^ fruitsj
aoparl^ eiothea, poti^i blaaket^^ towela-^ thlaga mmh
cm be laat aad retarafd^ saoh as aeat^, beaches j beds^
^its, i^iaiae, etc�^
The garu (teaoher) read� tha voiim �ith appropriate
eOTumtary to tlie laysiaa, pari^stadiag them to laara them aad
carry tbm out ia praatlaal lif@� A laymaa y&io. ke�pa all
l^ae twlve vom^ la called a Desavati, or om 'itio kseps
rom la parti a sadhu, t^o keops l^m sincerely Is aalled a
terarthi* la oae's old age one prefara to retire from
worldly life aad givea more tirae aad thought to raligioua
life, Ba ia eallad Saatoro (a aalnt)� CCtaa ha tmm vour
^ p� J^6t para, 5*
^ P* ^'B| para* 5�
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to tzBt as �-tat�d� **I take to abataia fro::? food aad
drU^ and fruita aad sopari m long as I
tHi� Sl�vaa Pratimas A lasnaan iSac i^j ^mttCMQ of
raachlag a highar stage in the upward path, or eauda Gtma^
thaaalta, than that attained hf keeping the tfefelve torn ndll
also keep the eleven Praticaa %falch laad hiia g^ently cn towards
the point he "Mill be abl� to the five great rcxm of
the ascetie. The eleven Fratlsias are as followlags
1, Darsana pratimas 1^ thia a lai^iaa imder takes to
norfMp the trae dava, t1?lrthaalmra), to reveraace a true
garu, and to believe in tha trae dhrasa Ci,e, Jainisra).
Qseisbliag, eating meat, -tdae-bibblai , adaltery, temtiagt
theivlng* dabsuohery �these aevea tmaga ia this world
lead to the �worst cf hella*^
ii� Vrata Pra.tima t meam that on� pEPomlsss to ke^p
^h of the twelve vo^.
ill. Ssgaayifei i^*atim� B@ goes oa to vow thet ha ^11
mg^e ia at least three tima a day*
iv. Poaadhopavaaa pratiBtai Ho alao vo^ tliat he idXl
observe at least six times a mmth,
v� Saattaparihara pratima; the layaaa pi*omiaaa to
avoid all such food and vegetable� aad iMx& obaarsr� al-iliisa,
vi* Niaibhojaaa prattnai He tmm a voi^ aevw to mt
betwaea atmset and mmtmn lest ha may debrnxr som iaaec-ta
T"'|ijd47^' p, 219
7 P� 221
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Tifoila luting,
vii* Braajcarya pratlmai Ha takaa a voir to l5:aap airay
trm tisa aoaiaty of hts mux wifa aad woTldlf attathaeat
vlil* Arsgabhatyaga pratdiaas B@ takes a to taka
rast aad settle down la life by accepting sojae light Job,
whiah Effiay aot hlMar his raligioaa lif��
ix* Parigraha t^mga pratimai thia vw impliea
sacrifice aad ratir^aat ia hia Ufa*
X. Aaaaati tyaga pratiaai s&xmB a farthar stop
takaa %>wards a sadha*a lifa#
3^.0 iSddhista pratimai Wim im haa takm t^^ laat
pratiaaj ha ia praat^eally a m0J&| for ha has prosiisad to
woar a sadha*s drasa aaa adopt tha aacetic lift-,
Ihe t��aty�oaa ^mlitiaa of tha ideal Jala aaai As a
layiaaa aadaavoura to attain to thia �altad atata# ha will
atriva to d^ridlop those twaaty*oaa faalitiaa whiah diatia-
jgaish thm Jaiam gaatlamaa. thay ara givaa thaat
W0 will always b� aariouai ^iMm as retards both hit
elbthas aaS hl� paracmf food*tsmp�sfad,j strivlag aftar
popalarit^l aar^ifali afjpistld of alaaiagi atraightfor-
imrdf niml Modaat; kind; nodarattf ^aaila| caraful ia
spaaahi a^iablaf eaatieaai aMioass ravoraat both to
oM aga aad oM auatomai hmblai gratafaii bra^avolaat;
aad ffaallyi att^tivo to baaiaass,
Cfeily th� vary best of mm aver possess the full
aomplamaat of mm liiola twmty-oaa virtaas^ but ordSaary
aor%ala a^iva to poasass at loaat tea��^
ybifd^f p, 2Skf para* 2*
CHAPOT XIII
tm JAINA SATOASI AUB kBCMIC
tim following are tha referajaaaa froa th� Atamantisha-
sauai the Jaina Saorad Bodks with rafarano� to aaoetias*
Ycmr houaa is ao protaatioa} tha ralatioas ar� tha
eauaa of boadagat %a wife to \imi you hava baaa long
attached is tha aoor to abodes of raisarias * laow yom*
s<ms to be your aa^as* Forsake all these* Be|irous
of happiness } you should practiee pure raligioa*^.
liiat ahoiad| ia thia world| ba dona ^th waalthf iMch
like faalt ^aads tha fire of dasiret (M friend what la
the use or ecamectim with family aad ralatioas who ara
ever helpful ia aoquiriag iaaasploious KaTGiaa* Ifcat ia
the use of the body md the h<�a| which are like aobra
of daluaioa# 0 thou embodied oae. for happiness ao�
^uira this aquaaimityi Cwhiah is the essence of rallgioa)
do aot be aagHfeat la vaia,^
Aa as-aatic Is like a house i protaatad by tha doors
of striet restraiat (of body| mM$ 'Si:^ ipaaah)| having
tiie walla of fortitude ^ aad ^a fouadatioa of knowledge*
Ha Is attached fey wi^id paasioasi if l^ey get evea a
small hole (defect) ia his Ce^aduft)�3
Ilka Buddhiamy Jaiai^^ also admits two'��fold traiaiag
(i) that of lay llfai aad (11) that of tha moakf aad place
tha later abcpve the f�m�r# lha life of the Brahsaalcal
Hindu aad of Jalaa also is divided lato four stages i 1* Ha*
liglous disciple ( )} 2� God^feariag aad sacrifice
ii:^ house holder ( )j 3* Coatamplativa forest
dweller ( >| aad K ilaadariag aaaatle ( )*
1 j/ i� Jaiai| Alpm^tmi fti mmi Mte
Jg^infis* Uxcikmm (ladia) 1928 1 p* 60 ^ para* 20�
2 B^d�� p* 61| para* 21,
^ ^M** P* ^9$ para* ^�
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tt is t^e l&at stage of life on whieh the discussion
will be centered* This subjeat of Aseeties and tanyasls is
big I aa it has many ]^mses, bM there won*t be space for tha
detailed stady* 'Bhe origin of tha sub;}eat la in Old Bralman�
tm* In order to uMerstand the philosopi^ of 'Asceticism*
the folloiiing outline of study will be of amah help and guld*�
aneas
Heferenaa in the Tedas and tha Brahmanaa* Inhere ara
innumerable refer�aiqes to � tapes* meaning 'austerity* in
various forms of severe salf-d<mialj salf*^torture, endursBaca
of �actr^e oold| or exeesaive haat^ sustained fasts i the use
of aoaraa and unnatural food suah liken the belief was
t^at by suah aeans sapamatm^ power- oould be obtained | or
sc^e definite desire folfIliad |. or th� highest place la hea
ven won, if oaly to pain were aasried far enough, fha ead
here is material t aot moral) this praatiae imat ba aalled
laatarialistia austerity* fhere came with it a great desire
for release froia ra*-birth ai^ the belief that .in order t^ wia
Heleaaa a maa tmst give up ^e woi^i the interests aad plaa<�
sures of man* Umm i^ay ware called *bhiksi^s* Cb^gars)f
but the most slgaifiomt aame is saaayaais$ ^*raaouaaers"
baeaase tha raaoumed tha ordinary life so coapletaly* fhe
points to be noted are those ^at aoa-t^st with the. haroits
Tti0 w�ri^ilp is abai:^oned altogether, 2* Food aad clotiiHss
are gotten by begging* 3* All coaaectioa with th� family,
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aoeletyi and tha stata is coaplataly destroyad* Tha naw
order of %ohk3*� was divided into numerous groups differing
in faith and practice^ Buddhists and Jaina mcwk& as well as
all classes of Hindu mozsks had the same general idaa of tha
houseless life, as they called it� This for?a of dlscipllna
aay he called "world-^haadoning asceticlsra.'* The following
few points of interest?
1� Modern aseatias differ in sav^al respects*
Modem praatlea of asoetiaim is a combination of the praa*
tice of the hsradt and 1^ monk� 2� Most saddhus are sect*
arians. They are devotees either of Vishnu or Siva# There
are several orders s (1) "l&adandis" or me^rod sannyasis
to which Saakara belonged, Cli) **Tri-dandis'^ or three rods
to i^eh Basmnuja belonged i^ch are rastrieted to Brahmans*
All non*Brah@in orders reflect a number of other eharaater��
istlcs of isodaim Hinduisms fb�y believe in pilgrimagep and
often wear ^bm^ (gaudy) tok^ of tim great **tirthaa**, or
plaees of pUgrimagai which thay have visited* feliile on
Journey of pilgriaage thay carry symbols of their gods, A
?ishnulte will carry a Salagrasima stone, a discms, or an
iiaage of Bama and Krishna* A Sivaite will saear his body
with ashes like aiva, and carry a trldmtf a tiger's skin,
or a human ^kull* Mieiy of them keep up the old forms of
self-torture*
Thus Smmys^Bt or ascetic, coimends simple and holy
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life, which eventually entitles one to get Hirvana or MolEsa
(Salvation)*
Hrvana, a<^ording to early Jains, is that state in
which the energy of past actions (karmas) have become ex
tinguished* and henceforward the Spirit (Jivataa), though
still aadlstant as an individual spirit # escapes re<-^bodi^
ment, and remains forever free from new blrtna md deaths.
But nov a dayi9 some Jains thiak that the prefix "nir" as
a mere negamve, wad thus Hirvana Implies that state in
which *tm% a breath** reaches the aaancipated one*^
Aaeording to the Jaina teaahing the order of ascetics
stands high in the community* Of course there are various
classes, of this group ^&i��ih m shall discuss later on* Tha
ascetics alone are able to penetrate into the t^ths with
Jina (great soul) teaches^ The laity, howavar, ^o do not
dedicate themselves to tha search after truth, and cannot
renounce the life of tha world, still fisM a refuge in Jain
isai*
Hindui^ lays stress on philosophieal speculation,
while Jainlsia sees this highest goal in ^rvana or Mcksha,
which sets free the individual friM the Saas�are, ith& cycle
of birth and death) � naturally the preeepts for ti^ ascatia
are more rigid md the vows fcr the layM�a are called the
**les8er vows" or �anu-*vrata", to contrast thiw with the for
mer kziown as (great) the Mahavlra* the vow of contentment is
all that is T9^�tM of a layman, and absolute nmuaciation is
insisted upon the case of an ascetic, so that he can call
k K. W* Hopkins , Eeli^ii^iQns 2� India* Glnn & Cojs-
pany, 1895, P* 283�
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nothing hia own, not even tha alma bowl* Mahavlra the foun
der of Jainism was an asaetic in his later life as stated in
following statements
Buddhism is the one which is best mtitled to the
daiffl to originality-^ ^ are bound to add, however, that
Prof* G* Bohler* the scholar, who is best acquainted with
the still unedited litarattira of the Jainas of the North,
think has come upon date to prove that the traditions
eonaemlng Mahavlra point back to a real personage dis
tinct from GautaiEa Buddha, and nearly contemporary with
him, whoaa real name iimst have been the Hlrgrantha Jna-
tiputra, i*a� the ascetic of the Jnabis Jnati denoting a
tribe to which the Hirgrantha mst have belonged*?
There is alose relationship to Jaina ideal of life to
the Jain ascetic life* And What is that leMs to this Jaina
ideal of life? It is non-attachment to things of this world
and freedom from anger and sensuous desias (Hirvana) i
And unlimited perception and knowledge are always
ayaoeiatad with jiva and spotless conduet bom of lhasa
leads to Moksa*
Jlva is the arahtect of its own fom of existaace* It
is the doer and enjoyer of its own Karmas*
ktmtk which is free from the defect of Kanaa gets to
the highest point of the unlv^ae, imom all and par<�
cleves all, and obtains the traaae�sidental bliss ever
lasting*
"Shas Ats^, becoming cmiscient and all perceiving
through its own effort obtains the infinite bliss which
transcends sense-exparieace, which is free frm all im
perfection, i^iich is spiritual aad self-daterislaed,�
? M. Steveasm, toiSi S� iSMmf Oxford ^ 1915*
6 B* H* Sarata, ^^i^m ^^Tm%^�i MMS3�M$ marwar,
I9IK), p. 177*
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Jain monkhood is, of eoursa, an ethical ideal high
above the dispositions and faculties of body and mind of
average man, Jainism welcomes every earnest longing for
Salvation, finds a place for it in its gradation of atti
tudes, the *Guna-sthanasS For monks the practice of Ahlmsa
is an absolute one, i�e� it refers to all living beings what
soever, to mm-doing, non-causing, and non-approvii3g , and to
thought, word, and action*
For tha layman the requirement is not so strict.
These are supposed to keep twelve special commandments and
the vow of contentment* There are three kinds of ascetics in
Jainism and the highest class is of Acharaysi Their chief
characteristics aret (i) Aaaharyas are spiritual teachers*
(ii) They are able to teach truth in absence of omniscient
Tlrthankaras* (ill) They take special care not to destroy
any form of life through carelessness of body, mind or speech.
Bieir speech is actually truth* Thay do not take anything
which is not given by its owner* They have �atirely given
up the sex passion, and do not own any property*
The five celebrated vows, which Mahavlra himself laid
down as tha only entrance through which a man can pass to the
ascetic state,
to MM mmi si & iMM Am^' ''../hen a devout and
religious person on initiative of his call to the ministry of
ascetic life comes fonmrd, he receives first the approval of
13^
the priestly elass and the local Jain comtmity* For con*
flrmation the �'dlksa** Initiation takes place, at i�hich tima
the candidate takes off his Jewels, and his clothes, and
giTing them away to his relatives, put on a sadhu*s dress �
In his honour the public celebrates the good occasion by hav
ing a religious programme and procession, in which all old and
young join giving their approval and concent, fhis ceremony
and all that goes with it make a good revival meeting warm
ing thair faith and beliefa in Jainism*
Hezt step is that the hair is reeved, and a mixture
called Vasrksepa is applied to the man's head* He is now to
be homeless wanderer, possessing nothing , and dep�Eidant upon
the alms of the charitable* M is not to breathe insects in
the air because of ahlmsa principle* Hence the sects furnish
their monk with something with which they aay sweep Inseets
from the air*
Their daily duties arei Ifeay rise up at four o*clo^,
confess their sins, enters temples and bows, and tha ascetic
goes to the monastery and either preaches or reads one of tha
Seripturas.
Beggings About ten o'clock la the morning oae of tha
monks goes cat oa a begging rouad* Confessioat fhe bagging
round is flaished at about eleven o'clock, but before break**
fastiag the aseetie makes auricular coafessioa ("Aloyana^) to
his gu3*u and has a peaaace appelated* Studyt From oae to
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three they are obliged to study, and the chief priest teaches
them in the ^mskrit or Magadhi language* Again at about half
past four they go begging and iisaedlataly after coming they
make their confessions. They may leave the monastery after
dark*
IKins* They always wander about in twos or threes, ai^
have, of course, their own Apasra (dwelling place)*
Qoraji or Yatis Thay are the orthodox ascetics and
they are not necessarily sadhus* They are from a fallen class
of monks* Thay take money, and go about in palanquins, and
keep watchmen aad guards*
The general prevailing customs mong the ascetics are
as follows* (1) Svery morning after he has perfottted his
ablutions, a sannyasi must smear ashes on his body, (2) He
must forego the use of betal leaves 5 (3) He must take only
one meal a day; M He may only wear wooden sandals on his
feet 5 (5) not only must he avoid female society, but he must
not look at a womani (6) 'toee a month his head must be
shaved (also his face)* 5 (7) ^en a sannyasi travails, he
must carry his seven knotted staff In one hand, his gourd In
the other, and an antelope *s skin under his arm| (8) He must
live entirely by alms, which he has the right to ask wherever
he goes; (9) Though a sannyasi has the right to ask for alms,
it is more proper for him to receive them without aiding. (10)
He must not sit down to eat; (11) He must build his hut near
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a river or a tank; (12) When travelling he must make no
stay anyvhere, and he must only pass through inhabited dis
tricts; (13) He must regard all men as equals; (1^) His
one object in life must be to acquire that measure of wisdaa
and degree of spirituality which shall finally reunite him to
the Supreme Divinity from whom we are separated by our pas
sions and material surroundings*
These raquirem�tits may vary according to different
groups and places, but in general these are the main charac
teristics both among the Jaina and Hindu ascetics (sanny
asis)*
CHAPTER XXf
THE MD OP THK ROAD
Jainism stresses the subject of Nirvana, and hence
the subject **The end of the road.**
Panca Parmesvara. Different ranks a man may hold as
an ascetic before he finally attains moksa* Sadhus He is
just an ordinary ascetic or Sadhu* If he be a Digambara,
he will wear no clothes and live in the forest, lost to the
world, and immersed in meditation, eating only once a day
and tearing out his hair as it grows. If he be a Svetambara
or Sthanakvasi, he will move from Apasaro to Apasaro clad in
lAiite clothes* Upadhyat The next step to which he can rise
is that of Upadhya or instructor. Aearyas A still higher
rank is attained %4ien a monk becomes an Acarya or Superior*
It must not be thought that the ordinary sadhu must
gain the rank of Instructor and Superior to go to Hoksa for
a simple ascetic can do thatj but it is generally easier for
the higher ranks of ascetics to attain deliverance than for
the lower, because their office helps thm to develop the
necessary qualities*
Tirthankara or arihanta s The goal of every monk is
to become at last an Arihanta or Tirthankara, the Being who
has attained perfection of knowledge, perfection of speech,
perfection of worship, and absolute security, for no danger
or disease can ever come where he is. The word denotes a
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name of one i�ho forms ecsomunltles (tirtha) of monks and nuns
and male and female lay followers* When a new Tirthankara
arises, the follovars of the preceding one follow him, as the
followers of Parsvanatha followed Mahavlra.
Sidha Tirthankara has still four karma left which
bind him, and imtil these four are accomplished, the Jlva
does not continue upward journey froa perfection to parfea
tion. When by austerities last Karma are destroyed and break
like a piece of bumt-up string*, the soul loses its body
and becomes a Siddha.
The Siddha has the following oharaeteristics t abso
lute knowledge, faith, iaaight, righteousness, and prow
ess � � � he is also without a body; and this is tha
reason why Jaina feel they can never pray to a Siddha �
� � A siddha has one hundred and eight attributes � � .1
Thirtv-fiva jj^ifta SL conduct 8 The thirty-five rules of
conduct, of neeessity destroy their karma and so are sped to
moksa like an arrow frcsa a bow.
The three jewels (Bat3ia Traya)i The Jaina sum up all
their beliefs, as expressed in the Tattva, in their vows,
and in their rules of conduct, under the heading of the
Three Jewels: (1) Right Knowledge (Samayak Jnana), (11)
Bight Faith (Samayak Daraana); (111) light Conduct (Samayak
Caritrya)f
Wise men call that Knowledge Eight Knowledge which
one gets, i^ether concisely or in detailed form, from
the Tattva as thay exist.2
1 C. R. Jaina , Jaina Culture t Luzao, 193*f.
2 Ibid.
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To hold th� truth as truth, and untruth as untruth,
this is tjpuo truth.3
There are three things (Salyas) that injure earitrya
(character) I (1) Maya Salya, (justice) Mithyattva Salya,
(pride) and (ill) Nidana Salya (covetousness)#
Finally the following definitions of the Jaina devo
tees will help the reader to understand the requirement as
a means to an ends
He who is Omniscient, free from all love of the world
and from all failing i he who is worshiped by the three
worlds and who explains the inner meaning of religion as
it exists; this adorable deity is the great god,**'
Jaina defines a false gods 'Those gods who retain
women, weapons, and rosaries, i^o are steeped in attach
ment and so stained � who are in the habit of giving and
accepting favours, these can give no help toward deliver-
anaa�*7
Jaina definition repeated every days �Thay who keep
the (five) great vows, ara steadfast, live only on alms,
are isBaarsad in meditations, preach religion; these are
to be considered gurus. *�
li&iile speaking about the important terms of Religions
Faith, Hope, and I.ovd, it is important to note and stress that
the Jaina Religion enshrines no Faith in Supreme Deity.
^ Loc.
CHAPTER XV
THE CONCLUSION
India ia both tha home and oradle for several relig*
ions. It Mas Islam thst gave death blow to Indian Buddhism.
Between the years 1175 snd 13^ Mohammedan conquerors, who
came from Persia founded their dominion over the great part
of India. Because Buddhism lacked popular support, it could
not offer so tough a resistance to the new faith of Islam as
did the Brahmanic doctrine and Hinduism. Jainia^ sprang up
as a revolt against both Brahmanism and Hinduism , being a
contemporary religion of Buddhism, having much in common
and much distinctively separate. Jainism is a reformed re
ligion of Hinduism, yet strictly speaking the followers of
Jaina Faith (Jainas) are called Hindus.
According to tradition, Jainism owes its origin to
Vardhamana Mahavlra (about 550*^0 B.C.). The meaning of
his name is "a great spiritual hero.** Be was bom in a su
burb of Vaisali, the capital of Videha, twenty-five miles
from Patna, in Bihar. Mahavlra was the twenty-fourth (last)
Tirthankara, one of the founders of Jainism.
The present-day Jainas are wealthy, educated and in
fluential people. Their number is small, 1,^50*000 accord
ing to 19*fl census report. They are scattered over all of
India, but are chiefly found in large numbers in Bombay,
Gujarat, Kathiawar, Slnd, Marwar, Rajputana, Punja.b, United
Provinces t Bengal, Central India, and in the South of India.
The Jainas are intelligent being %rell educated, well-bred,
and kind people. They shine out in their reformed life and
culture and hence this cooaitmity is a great asset to the pro-
gress and culture of India.
The major Jaina Maxim is "Harmlessness is the only
religion." The doctrine of "Ahlmsa Parmo Maarmah", which
means that non-lnjtiry to living beings is the highest relig
ion. Truly, this whole idea is based upon the principle of
love. Many of the phases are very similar to the principle
of love taught by Jesus Christ. The subject: "Jainism, its
origin in relation to Hinduism" is fairly discussed in its
relation to various phases. The writer has attempted to
make exhaustive study of each important phase in the fore
going fourteen chapters. In the concluding chapter he tries
to sum up the thesis showing the findings in relation to
ChJ^istianity and other leading religions.
Before presenting the final findings of the Jainism,
it would be a good idea to see in very brief the outstanding
few characteristics of some major world religions s
Hinduism t This is the old religion of India, The
Hindus have many gods and goddesses. They believe in Karma
(deeds) and in transmigration theories. The main Scriptures
are Vedas, written in Sanskrit, Here are shown the defic-
iences of S^duismt (1) Hinduism rests on a false social
Ih2
priaciplei the principle not of brotherhood and of equality,
but of caste* (ii) Xhe inferiority of women, (ill) Re
ligion and Morality in India are both a false thought of
God-Panthelsm. (iv) Idolatry and gods are of bad character.
Buddhisms The name of the foiuider is Gautama Baddha,
the contemporary of Mahavlra, the founder of Jainism, The
chief ideas ares Nirvana can be procured by charity, pie^
and self-control. To Buddha, not sacrifices and ceremonies ,
but pure heart, simple, kindly life are the most important
things,
Confucianiii^i The founder Confucious was bora ia
551 B#C, The Sacred Books are (1) The Five Kings, (11) The
Pour Shoe. The major virtues ares (i) Filial Piety, (ii)
Moderatioa, (ill) latellectual virtues. The way of per-
fectloa iss (i) Beaevoleace, (11) Duty, (ill) Decorum-
good, (iv) Kaowledga-maaaers, (v) Faith. The ethical life
sets of obligatioas: (i) Father aad soa, (ii) Ruler aad
subject, (ill) husbaad aad wife, (Iv) older aad youager,
(v) Teachers axiA pupils. Four life movement polatss (i)
Priaciple of Li �Regulated attitude; (11) ti �Behaviour;
(ill) Liea �The social code-hoaesty; (iv) Chih �Coascious-
aess*
Taoism s The fouader Lao-tze was born ia 220 B,C, It
is called the magic religioa, as some herbs had tha magic
effect to cure people, Taos goldea rule � "Recompease ia-
jtipy " said, "with kiadnass."
Hohaiaanedanisiat The founder was Mohsad, hom at
Mecca about 570 A.D� The Scriptures are called Kuraa, 1�
Islam is called the religion of submission of self, will,
and reason, 2, For forglv^ass, repentance and belief,
one has five duties to performs (i) Reciting the creed $
(11) Prayer five times a day; (ill) Fast of R�sadan| (iv)
Giving of Alms I (v) The Haa, pilgrimage to Mecca,
Zoroasti^j^aalsms The founder Zorastriaa was bom
about 630 3.C, To Zorasters 1, The ialivldual person aad
life couated a little but the family, the elaa, the tribe
couated much, 2, It is noted for its ethical Dualism �
Good aad Evil, It has Avesta-word of Ahura Mazda as Scrip
tures* Ethics of Zorastriaaisms 1* Th� good life Is aa
unnecessary conflict agaiast evil within aad without| 2*
Virtue like purity, is a defect of the demons; 3* Moral
have, therefore, a streatious aad militant quailty;
Saiat, is he yho overcomes the evil; 5� Character is form*
ad by good thoughts, words and deeds, Th� morals ares
Truth, Justice, Compassioa, Benevolence, Charity* Ahura
Maada appoiated Zarthastra a shepherd to the poor*
Ch:^i,8tiaaitys The fouader was Jesus Christ, bom ia
Bethlehem, The Scriptures ar� th� Holy Bible, The chief
aad iaportaat polats are? 1* Christ, is the Son of aod,
2, He died oa the Cross for the re�issioa of our sins aad
gave us a great hope by the significant act of his resur
rection* The Lord's prayer and the Ten Costmandments are
very important* Faith, Love, and Charity are the main char
acteristics of Christianity, The whole religion is based on
the principle of Love,
Having shown the chief characteristics of other
religions It is easy to discuss Jainism, in comparison with
these, and with Chiristlanity in particular! Jalnlsm has many
phases , and the art, literature, tuples, the following and
the cCTmunity activities are very many. But, the writer
wants to show the empty heart of Jainism for the humanity,
liibjo are searching God aM Salvation, under the following im
portant points I
Forgiveness to others s The Jaina believe strongly In
the duty of forgiving others, anS yet have no hope of for
giveness frcm a Higher Power for themselves.
Hero worship; Jaina with their hero worship and their
intense love of all tJ-iat is gentle, long suffering , and lov
ing, the Jaina cannot but be attracted by Him� It is the
personal friendship with the Incarnate Son of God which is
the great gift that Christianity has to offer to Jainism,
Ascetic lifet The younger Jaina are worried by the
ascetic ideal that Is placed before them. They feel, the
ideal needed for modern life is the development, not th�
negation of personality.
Graces la Jainism there is no such word as "grace,"
In Christianity by grace v/e are all cared for and saved,
through Jesus Christ,
Supreme Go^s The Jaina do not believe in one Supreme
God, They adore the Tlrthankaras or the founders of the
faith. They are the liberated Souls, who were once in bon
dage, but become through their own efforts, free, perfect,
cMnisdent and all blissful. There is a strange mystery in
Jainism; for though it acknowledges no personal God, knowing
Him neither as Creator, Father, or Frimd, yet it will never
allow itself to be called Jaina atheistic system. Indeed
there is no more deadly insult that could be leveled at a
Jaina than to call him a imstika or atheist*
Probl^ suffeyins; s According to 'Christian thought
sorrow is not necessarily an evil; to the Jaina it is neither
a calamity to be avoided at all costs, or a punistoent from
vrfhich there is ao escape,
forfiy^es^ from Gfids Since they do aot bellev� ia
Supreme God, there is no such coaceptioa of the forgiveaess
of sias* The Jaiaa, whea they do wroag, oaly feel that thay
sin agaiast thaaselves, iajure their own characters, aad so
lose ground oa the upiimrd way, and that s-ach lost progress
caa oaly be made up after couatless ages of useless sufferiag,
prayers Agaia, a system without a God has ao room for
prayer, for it kaows of ao Almighty and most merciful Father
to whose love and wisdom His children can confide their
secret desires; and to this day the Jaina count it a sin if
a mother, watching beside her suffering child, should appeal
to some higher power to save the little life*
Gastet Though as a principle Jaina system discourages
caste, but it seems to me that tha Jainas more critical than
even some of the Hindu Coamiunities, A philosophy that denies
the Fatharhood of God is able to deny the brotherhood of man;
and the notices of their temple gates show that there are no
people in India more caste-bound than the Jaina, Christian
ity totally discourages caste and segregation hence there
could be seen the spread of the church stressing the great
ideal in a verses �In Christ there is no East and West,'*
Moksa 8 The negation of a personal God affects also
the Jaina idea of heaven. To Jainas Moksa depends upon the
fetters of rebirth, Christianity assures salvation to one
who believes that Christ is the Son of God, who died on the
cross and rose on the third day and ascended to heaven, and
is coming again to meet his people.
Karma and Transmigrationt Instead of Qod delighting
in mercy, who rules and Judges the fair world that He has
made, the Jaina solely believes in Karma and Transmigration
theories*
Ajbiimsa? The Jainas feel that the followers of Christ
are stained with the sin of animal murder, and until this
1^7
feeling is removed, taiey will never really understand the
beauty of our religion. One would like to remind them first
of the quite elementary fact that a great many Christians are
actually vegetarians, and that no Christian is under any ob
ligation to eat meat I in fact the great missionary apostle
expressly said, "If meat maketh my brother to stumble, I will
eat no flesh for evermore." (I Cor. 8il3)
System of Bthicst Jainism may fairly b� regarded as
a system of ethics rather than a religion, fh^y have a self-
centered view in the belief that all actions are Judged by
the profit (punya) which a self-centered attitude, Jaina
ethics is the result as well as the basis of the high stan
dard of human culture, the Jaina ethics are not very differ
ent from the main rules of other religions | one should not
kill, tell lies, be unchaste, or over greedy for possession
of property. All rules of conduct are based on love, the
Sanskrit word "Daya,"
Persomlity ai^ Life: Th� supreme difference, however,
between Jainism and Christianity we have already glanced at
more than once? It lies in the treatment of personality
and life. In Christianity the aaphasis is laid upon the edu
cation of every sense and thus train personality. In Jainism
the key-word is the elimination of personality.
fhuB having seen several points on Jalnlsm in compari
son with Christianity, one would stress and appeal, in spite
11*8
of sll the literature, temples, and ethical principles, to
crave for the search of God, the Creator God should he the
object of worship and not man| hence the objective and sub
jective worship attitude should be stressed.
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